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Local natural gas distribution companies rely on accurate forecasts of daily 
demand to buy gas and deliver it to their customers. To forecast consumption, 
mathematical models with inputs such as weather and historical daily demand are 
considered. Many needs exist in the energy industry where the frequency of measurement 
is different from demanded. When the needed forecast frequency is higher than the 
measurements, disaggregation approaches are needed.  
We built multi-parameter linear regression models using monthly data. Several 
decoration methods in the disaggregation process are developed to improve the model 
accuracy. Prior-day weather adjustment is used to capture the daily fluctuation of gas 
consumption as a result of the temperature differences between current day and prior day. 
Also, behavioral patterns in gas consumption are incorporated in the models to account 
for consumption patterns in weekdays vs. weekend and days of week.  
Furthermore, we consider long-term characteristics in the gas consumption data 
originated from population changes, differences in building efficiency, and economic 
impacts. Firstly, Base Load Trend and later Heat Load Trend are considered in the linear 
regression models. Secondly, historical flow is detrended to act like the most recent data 
by altering its characteristics to approximate a stationary customer base with current 
behavioral patterns.  
Root Mean Square Error, Mean Absolute Percent Error, and Weighted Mean 
Absolute Percent Error are used as means for assessing the performance of our 
approaches. All decorations enhance forecasts, with Prior-Day adjustment as the most 
effective. The combination of decorations leads to further enhancements. Inclusion of 
detrending models decreases the forecast errors significantly. For geographic areas that 
have experienced identifiable trends, considering Base Heat Load Trend in the model 
shows the most improvement in detrending models. Extensive comparisons between 
decoration and detrending algorithms and the combination of these models show all 
methods enhance daily gas demand forecast accuracies. The combination of Base Heat 
Load Trend model, Day of the Week, and Prior-Day adjustment is most effective to 
improve the accuracy of daily demand forecasts from historical monthly gas consumption 
without need to any additional infrastructure to save Local Distribution Companies and 
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1 RESEARCH MOTIVATION AND SUMMARY OF WORK 
This chapter introduces the natural gas industry and forecast models. This work 
provides a framework for natural gas forecasting, analysis of disaggregation, and 
academic motivations. We also describe business motivations and the summary of our 
contributions. Finally, we discuss the dissertation outline. 
1.1 Overview 
Natural gas consumption is studied in different levels such as on the world level 
[1], [2], national level [3], [4], gas distribution system [5], [6], industrial [7], [8], 
commercial [4], [9], residential [10]-[12], or individual customer level [9], [13]. To build 
a model to forecast natural gas consumption, different kind of data are used: weather-
based data, prior days’ natural gas and energy consumption, and economic variables. 
Forecasts can have time horizons of a few minutes, a few hours, one day ahead, several 
days, one month, a year, or even decades ahead [14]. 
Natural gas is used for purposes including space heating, cooking, water heating, 
clothing dryers, electric power generation, industrial processes, gas industry, and as a 
vehicle fuel [15], [16]. It is important to satisfy the demands for all customers, especially 
in seasons of high demands since distribution systems have limited capacity, forecasting 
the accurate amount of gas demand is critical [17]. Natural gas consumption is increasing 
in residential, individual customers, and industrial sectors in many countries as discussed 
by Erdogdu [18] about Turkey, Li et al. [19] about China, and Dilaver et al. [20] in 
Europe. It is shown in Figure 1.1 that in the US, the industrial sector consumes more 




remain flat because it is expected that the demand decreases as efficiency increases, 
canceling the consumption rise from population growth [21].  
 
Figure 1.1 Natural gas consumption history and projections by sector [21] 
From Figure 1.2, we can see natural gas production is increasing in the past 
decades. Natural gas will have the largest portion of energy in the industrial sector from 
2017 to 2050 as shown in Figure 1.2. Natural gas use is increasing because of its low 
cost. By the year 2050, 39% of US energy will be produced from natural gas [21]. 
 




Energy forecasting is important at different levels: macroeconomic estimations, 
generation, distribution, and consumption. In addition, it is required to know about the 
behavior of energy variables for different time horizons because of the deregulation in the 
energy market. Three time intervals which are considered by forecasters are week, 
month, and season.  
In the economic field, Balestra and Nerlove [22] used ordinary least squares to 
forecast natural gas demand for residential and commercial customers using econometric 
variables. Beierlein et al. [23] used a seemingly unrelated regression estimation to 
forecast natural gas and electricity demand for residential, commercial, and industrial 
sectors in the northeastern United States. Seemingly unrelated regression estimation is a 
generalization of a linear regression model which includes multiple regression equations 
that are not dependent on each other and can be estimated separately. Dependent 
variables of these equations are different from each other, and independent variables can 
be either similar or non-similar [24]. To forecast annual regional end-use gas 
consumption in Australia, Bartels et al. [25] used information from the national energy 
survey such as bottled gas consumption, resident numbers, number of rooms in the 
household, and annual household income in a conditional demand analysis method. In the 
conditional demand analysis method, statistical regression is used to calculate energy 
consumption of each appliance using inputs such as survey information, weather data, 
and utility billing data to estimate consumption [26]. 
Substantial research activities have been done in the natural gas demand 
forecasting area in the past decades. Linear regression method is one of the simplest and 




degree-days, natural gas price, the price of residual fuel oil, and monthly gas demand as 
inputs of a regression analysis to forecast monthly natural gas consumption for the 
industrial sector in the United States. Also, Herbert [28] used historical monthly 
deliveries, heating degree-days, cooling degree-days, natural gas price, and an index of 
income as inputs for regression analysis, residual analysis, and linear regression models 
to forecast monthly and annual natural gas consumption for residential customers. In their 
paper, monthly inputs such as heating degree-days, natural gas price, the price of residual 
fuel oil, and monthly gas demand are used to forecast monthly and annual gas 
consumption, and the forecasts are done with similar or lower frequencies than that of the 
historical data. In this dissertation, the forecasted data has higher frequency than 
historical dataset. 
Similar to Herbert’s [28] forecasting data frequency, Liu and Lin [29] forecasted 
monthly and quarterly natural gas consumption using inputs such as average monthly 
temperature, the monthly price of natural gas, and monthly natural gas consumption for 
residential customers in Taiwan. The algorithms they used for transfer function model 
identification were a linear transfer function method and a cross-correlation function 
method. Durmayaz et al. [30] predicted seasonal natural gas consumption in a ten-story 
apartment building in Istanbul using a degree-hour method considering the number of 
tenants, building dimensions, physical and thermal characteristics of the materials in the 
building, temperature, and wind speed as inputs. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
methods share widespread use in gas demand forecasting, and forecast results of ANNs 
are compared to linear regression methods. In some cases, ANN algorithms are 




and support vector regression models to forecast gas consumption of an individual model 
house and a local distribution company in Croatia for the one-day-ahead horizon. Szoplik 
applied an artificial neural network to forecast gas demand data in Poland using calendar-
based variables including hour, day of the week, day of the month, and month in addition 
to weather-based variables such as temperature [32].  
Khotanzad and Elragal [33] forecasted one-day-ahead natural gas consumption. 
They used lagged daily gas demand, current and lagged temperature and wind speed in 
addition to the day of the week as inputs for an ensemble of their artificial neural network 
models. Suykens et al. [34] predicted monthly natural gas consumption for residential and 
industrial customers in Belgium. They used a number of domestic clients, temperature, 
and oil price as inputs for their artificial neural network model. 
Smith et al. [35] used two different methods to forecast gas demand for a regional 
gas company. They used expert system based forecasting and traditional models. Expert 
systems use rules based on the methods and problem domain knowledge to solve the 
problems [36]. Traditional methods that Smith et al. used include the 1) Box-Jenkins 
approach, 2) using similar days in the database and forecast based on them, and 3) 
regression methods using weighted average temperature known as an effective 
temperature, wind speed, day of the week, and misery factors such as a snow that is 
followed by heavy rain and drizzle. Domain knowledge can be helpful, especially in 
cases where the required data are not available for building the models. In this 
dissertation, we use information obtained from other geographic areas to apply 




In the electricity sector, as in the natural gas field, linear regression models are 
used widely. To find consumption of natural gas and electricity in individual household 
customers, Lee and Singh [37] applied a modified multiple regression technique. Sailor 
and Munoz [38] applied multiple regression analysis to assess the sensitivity of natural 
gas and electricity consumption to the climate in eight states in the US. They used 
temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, and historical monthly flow to estimate the 
sensitivity of monthly natural gas consumption to the climate for residential and 
commercial customers. 
Thornton et al. [39] used 42 and 17 years of daily electricity and gas demand data, 
respectively, for Great Britain to analyze the relationship between daily electricity and 
gas demand with temperature. Temperature is the main weather variable that affects 
electricity and residential gas demand in many developed countries. There is a low-
frequency variability in electricity and gas demand which is due to socio-economic 
changes. When they have removed, the correlation with temperature is more obvious. 
They defined low frequency as variability in the time scale of greater than five years and 
high frequency as variability on a daily, seasonal or inter-annual timescale. They 
observed electricity and gas demand are correlated with daily mean temperature in a way 
that an increase in temperature leads to a decrease in the demand. Electricity and gas 
demand are more correlated to the temperature in the winter than in other seasons and gas 
is more consumed for domestic heating than electricity. They noticed the relationship 
between gas demand and the temperature is stronger than the relationship between 




which are not weather-based. In our work, we investigated the causes that originated a 
trend to improve the forecast accuracies in our models. 
For electricity providers, it is important to forecast electricity demand for 
production planning and trading on the electricity markets similar to gas markets. To 
manage a distribution grid, Goude et al. [40] modeled short-term and middle-term 
electrical load of the distribution network in France for more than 2200 substations. 
“Short-term” is an hour or a day, and “middle-term” is a month to a year. In their project, 
they needed to install smart meters to collect real-time data. The challenges they faced 
were to forecast an online demand at different scales. These scales could be individual 
load, a block, a region, etc. In their electricity demand, multiple factors may have 
contributed to a trend, including economic and demographic growth, different seasonality 
such as an intra-day cycle, weekly and yearly cycles, and meteorological-related 
variables such as temperature. There are many factors that can cause trends, but 
extracting this kind of information about the factors from a lower frequency data is not 
discussed as it is not recoverable. The method Goude et al. [40] applied was a semi-
parametric method based on a generalized additive model theory, in which there is a 
trade-off between an automatic estimation processes and capturing complex relationships 
in the data. They had data at 10-minute intervals. Two different approaches applied to 
forecast electricity demand. In the first method, one model is fit to each instant of the 
day. In the second approach, one model is fit to all instances. The first method had better 
results considering the goodness of fit and computation time. 
Bessec and Fouquau [41] modeled electricity demand using temperature. They 




more noticeable in the warm countries. They studied 15 European countries over the last 
two decades. In the winter, electricity demand and temperature relate inversely. In 
summer, electricity is used for cooling, so the relation between demand and temperature 
is not inverse. In colder countries, the only diagnosed effect was heating. In the milder 
countries, a heating effect was more obvious, but the cooling effect also was 
recognizable. In warm countries, both effects were observed, considering there were 
more cold days, their heating effect was more prominent. In warmer countries, the 
relation between electricity demand and temperature is in a U-shaped; in colder countries, 
the U-shape is more pronounced by the heating effect than cooling effect. 
In research in Spain, temperature was used as the main variable to model 
electricity demand by Moral-Carcedo and Vicens-Otero [42], as the temperature was 
found to be the most effective variable among variables such as humidity, wind speed, 
cloudiness, rainfall, and solar radiation. To see the climatic effects, characteristics such as 
trend, seasonality, and working day effect are omitted from the time series to eliminate 
the deterministic component of the demand. Our work studies characteristics such as 
trend and working day to improve forecast accuracies. 
Pardo et al. [43] studied daily and monthly seasonality and dynamic patterns in 
electricity demand and temperature in Spain. To model electricity, they used two sets of 
independent variables. Primitive variables included temperature, precipitation, relative 
humidity, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, and solar radiation, and a second set of 
variables included derived variables Heating Degree Days (HDD) and Cooling Degree 
Days (CDD). The most important variable among them is temperature in its primitive and 




of temperature improves forecast accuracies. Pardo et al. [43] used HDD, CDD, day of 
the week, holiday, and month of the year in their model to forecast electricity demand. 
Electricity data showed seasonal variation with peaks in January and July and valleys in 
August. The reason for the peaks is having the highest temperature in the summer and the 
lowest one in the winter. They used two temperature-derived functions to model winter 
and summer demand. Their results showed that the current and lagged temperature in 
their primitive and derived forms have a dominant role in electricity load. They also 
showed electricity demand for industrial customers decreases during the holidays. 
Therefore, they assigned three dummy variables in their models to consider this effect: 
holiday, the day following a holiday, and Easter.  
In all the studied research, the horizon of the natural gas and electricity 
forecasting is the same as their historical data. In some cases, forecasts are made for 
different time horizons. For this kind of problems, aggregation or disaggregation methods 
need to be applied. In this dissertation, we need to forecast daily gas demand from 
historical monthly gas consumption. Hence, disaggregation methods should be 
investigated in addition to forecasting methods for our problem. 
1.2 Academic Motivation  
In the disaggregation problem, it is important to understand the framework of the 
problem. Although disaggregation is widely used in the energy sector, knowing the 
underlying differences among approaches leads to more accurate modeling.     
Disaggregation has a wide range of applications including hydrology, energy 




that combines K-Nearest Neighbor Resampling (KNNR) with a genetic algorithm to 
downscale and disaggregate daily to hourly precipitation. Rebora et al. [45] employed a 
stochastic auto-regressive model on streamflow time series (volume of water that moves 
through a specific point in a stream during a given period) to estimate daily flow from 
monthly data. In a study of water use, Cominola et al. [46] built a stochastic simulation 
model to find the tradeoffs between data sampling resolution and accuracy in end-use 
disaggregation. It is concluded that increasing sampling frequency increases the accuracy 
of end-use disaggregation. 
Disaggregation methods are studied on electricity data to calculate energy 
consumption in buildings’ load components. Armel et al. [47] did disaggregation by 
applying a set of statistical approaches for extracting appliance level data using electricity 
data characteristics. An ANN is applied to do load profile identification and 
disaggregation by Xu and Milanović [48]. Ledva et al. [49] developed a feeder-level 
energy disaggregation problem framework. Feeder-level energy disaggregation means 
separating measurements of the net demand served by a distribution feeder into its 
components in real-time. In their study, they separated the active power demand into two 
different groups: the population of residential air conditioners and all other loads 
connected to the feeder. Dynamical system models of arbitrary forms, machine learning, 
and state estimation are used to address building-level energy disaggregation and load 
forecasting. In a study done by Jiang et al. [50], energy disaggregation is done to divide 
the total electrical energy consumption of a building into its constituent load components, 




identify the disaggregated energy use corresponding to each load component from the 
total energy consumption.  
A Time Series Reconstruction (TSR) algorithm that uses a regression model and 
correlated variables to construct an estimate of unobserved time series in natural gas 
consumption data was implemented by Vitullo [51] to disaggregate monthly to daily 
natural gas demand. Brabec et al. [52] used maximum likelihood to estimate the 
parameters of a generalized additive model for disaggregation and reaggregation. They 
used temperature as an input of their model. They had long-term sum meter readings for 
1000 customers and one daily meter for aggregate customers. In studied disaggregation 
cases, daily value for aggregate customers were available, where in this dissertation the 
only available flow is monthly. In research conducted on a gas network, Askari et al. 
[53], [54] proposed a method to estimate daily flow that handles multiple time series with 
variable time intervals using a Lagrange Multipliers method. In their paper, they had two 
models of meters; A meter read monthly is installed at each consumption node of gas 
network, and a meter with read daily is installed at city gate station to read daily gas 
consumption of the entire network.  
Many studies were done to find disaggregation algorithms in economic and 
energy areas with various kinds of datasets, but there is little research in the natural gas 
sector. This makes investigations in this field a necessity. In most of the discussed papers, 
a daily value for the aggregated database is available to help in achieving more accurate 
daily forecasts. The challenge that will be discussed in this study is to disaggregate 
natural gas demand from monthly billing cycle flow, considering that historical daily 




disaggregation methods should be investigated to reestablish the reduction in the 
variability of the data due to the aggregation process [55], [56].   
1.3 Business Motivation 
Energy prediction is important for operating, monitoring, and optimizing 
efficiency and cost in diverse energy systems. Many studies are done to predict energy 
generation/consumption using time-series data [50]. Natural gas Local Distribution 
Companies (LDCs) need to purchase the amount of natural gas that their customers need 
every day. Hence, it is important for LDCs to know how much gas they need to buy. 
Purchasing more than the needed amount causes additional cost such as storage or 
penalty fees, but not having enough requires purchasing gas on the spot market at a 
premium price. Therefore, it is necessary to have accurate daily forecasts to reduce the 
operational cost to LDCs and subsequently to reduce the price for the natural gas 
customers. Having historical daily inputs can help to build an accurate model. 
GasDay’s product forecasts for different time horizons for LDCs. The flagship 
product forecasts daily natural gas demand for eight days. Each LDC consists of one or 
more geographic areas or operating areas known as service territories, market areas, or 
zones [16]. These geographic areas can be any combination of residential, industrial, or 
commercial customers.   
When an LDC provides services to a new geographic zone or if a new daily gas 
demand forecasting model is to be built, there are cases in which only monthly/billing-
cycle consumption data are available and not daily consumption. If we want to train the 




this can cause large errors because non-daily data does not contain enough information 
for estimating daily consumption (e.g., prior day or day of the week effects) [57]. 
Sometimes, data is not measured and reported in the way which is directly usable 
for daily forecasting. In such cases, existing data in addition to the knowledge about the 
system can be used instead of installing additional costly infrastructure [49]. For 
example, for the case in which only monthly/billing-cycle data is available, 
disaggregation techniques enable us to predict daily demand. The disaggregation problem 
is to separate an aggregate into its component parts. Data can be information gathered 
from multiple streams or measures and reported as aggregated data or all the mass is 
measured together. Disaggregation decomposes the aggregate into smaller units to 
acquire information needed. 
1.4 Summary of Contributions 
Linear regression can only account for the overall shape of the gas demand 
curves, as the process of aggregation is not reversible. However, we aim to infer the 
variability and fluctuations in daily demand by considering some adjustments. This 
dissertation makes major contributions as follows: 
First, the effect of the Prior-Day adjustment of weather parameters in the 
disaggregation of monthly data to forecast daily natural gas demand is studied. 
Secondly, we build a new model incorporating the effect that weekday vs. 




Thirdly, similar to the Weekday-Weekend effect, we investigate the effect of each 
day in the week to model their characteristics in forecasting daily natural gas demand 
from historical monthly flow. 
Fourthly, to incorporate Prior-Day weather, Weekday-Weekend, and Day of the 
Week effects to our models, we used average values of adjustment coefficients obtained 
from existing datasets and used them instead of coefficients acquired from the specific 
geographic areas, because those characteristics are not obtainable and recoverable from 
monthly data. 
Finally, to account for the long-term trend in the historical natural gas flow, 
monthly flow is detrended to eliminate the effect of factors unrelated to weather or 
calendar, associated with population, behavior, or economic changes. 
For the purpose of this dissertation, we introduce our models as a combination of 
the terms introduced in Table 1-1. The models are in the (training data frequency, number 
of coefficients in the model, detrending algorithm, decoration) model format. 
Table 1-1 Components of the models in this dissertation 
Training Data 
Frequency 






NT (No Trend) 
DTD (Detrend Data) 
BLT (Base Load Trend) 
BHLT (Base Heat Load 
Trend) 
 
ND (No Decoration) 
PD (Prior Day) 
WDWE  
(Weekday-Weekend) 






In the next section, we talk about components of Table 1-1 in more detail and 
discuss chapters related to each term. 
1.5 Dissertation Outline 
This dissertation is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we review the multi-
parameter linear regression models, and we discuss data acquisition, preparation, and 
building aggregated monthly data to build linear regression models. The first and second 
columns of Table 1-1 are introduced in Chapter 2 describing the (D/M, 2/3/4, NT, ND) 
models. At the end, measuring forecast accuracy is discussed. 
 Chapter 3 introduces Prior-Day (PD) adjustment to the multi-parameter linear 
regression models to account for the fluctuations and variability in the daily demand in 
addition to the overall shape of the gas demand curves. We described and compared the 
(D/M, 2/3/4, NT, ND/PD) models. Prior-Day adjustment is applied to daily and 
disaggregation models, and results of the models with and without adjustment are 
presented.  
In Chapter 4, we investigate the effects of Weekday-Weekend (WDWE) and Day 
of the Week (DOW) decorations to forecast a disaggregated value from historical 
monthly flow to daily data. We build different combinations of the (D/M, 2/3/4, NT, 
ND/WDWE/DOW) models. Numerical results and conclusions about applying Weekday-
Weekend and Day of Week adjustments are discussed at the end of this chapter. 
Chapter 5 contains methods for detrending. The first part describes modeling the 
trend variables. At first, base load trend is incorporated into the model, and heat load is 




Chapter 5 explains detrending historical monthly flow and building multi-parameter 
linear regression models using the detrended data. We describe the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) 
models. The last part of the chapter compares all detrending models, and conclusions are 
made based on the numerical results. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the results of different case studies and evaluates the 
performance of each method. At first, combination of decoration techniques are built, we 
describe the (D/M, 2/3/4, NT, ND/PD/WDWE/DOW/WDWE+PD/DOW/PD) models, 
and by having results of detrending on a larger dataset, we build a combination of 
detrending and decorations and compare the calculated errors from different methods 
considering different detrending and decoration selections on monthly data, the (M, 4, 
NT/BLT/BHLT/DTD , ND/PD/WDWE/DOW/WDWE+PD/DOW/PD) models. 
Finally, Chapter 7 presents our conclusion about the mentioned decorations and 
detrending models and different combinations of them applied to multi-parameter linear 
regression models to forecast daily natural gas demand from historical monthly data and 




2 MULTI-PARAMETER LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS and DATA 
PREPARATION 
2.1 General Overview of Linear Regression Models 
Linear Regression (LR) is a linear approach to find a relation between dependent 
and independent variables and modeling it using a least squares method. Having a single 
independent variable makes a simple linear regression. Using more than one independent 
variable is called multi-parameter linear regression modeling. It is easier to fit linear 
regressions than nonlinear regressions, as they depend linearly on their unknown 
parameters. LR is one of the simplest and most effective statistical approaches for 
forecasting. 
2.2 Data Description, Acquisition, and Preprocessing 
Natural gas demand data is gathered by GasDay from more than 200 geographic 
areas from 30 natural gas Local Distribution Companies (LDC) across the US. 
Temperature and wind data are collected from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) and AccuWeather for the intended areas. The ranges of these 
datasets are from six to more than twenty years. This data is anonymized to protect the 
identity of the LDCs. 
To make the data ready to apply the algorithms, we need preprocess the data. 
Missing values and outliers of the datasets that can be caused by errors which are not in 
the scope of this research are cleaned using algorithms developed by GasDay. Scaling the 
daily flow is done in a range of zero to 1000 Dekatherm (Dth) to de-identify the 




Preprocessing the data is important as good data can lead to better understanding of the 
behavior of the time series, in addition to preventing the algorithms from generating 
erroneous outputs because of problematic inputs. 
2.3 Linear Regression Models for Daily Data 
Linear regression models frequently are used as forecasting tools. As input for the 
models, daily weather-based information such as temperature and wind as well as daily 
demand are used.  
In the energy domain, to capture the nonlinear effect of temperature on gas 
consumption, the concept of Heating Degree Day (HDD) is introduced [58]. To explain 
people’s behavior as they turn on their furnaces when the temperature drops below a 
certain value. 𝑇  can have different values, typically 65°F down to about 55°F. 
𝐻𝐷𝐷 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑇 − 𝑇, 0 . (2.1) 
Having historical daily temperature, wind, and flow, we can build a base-line two-
parameter linear regression daily model, the (D, 2, NT, ND) model, for day k: 
?̂? =  𝛽 + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , , (2.2) 












    𝑤𝑠 > 8,
 
(2.3) 
𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊65 is used in the two-parameter model in Equation (2.2). To use more 
information from the weather, other parameters such as 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊55 and Cooling Degree 
Day (𝐶𝐷𝐷 = max 𝑇 − 𝑇 , 0 ) can be used. In Equations (2.4) and (2.5), we can see 
three- and four-parameter linear regression models, the (D, 3, NT, ND) and (D, 4, NT, 
ND) models. 
?̂? =  𝛽 + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , , (2.4) 
?̂? =  𝛽 + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , + 𝛽 𝐶𝐷𝐷 , . (2.5) 
2.4 Building Aggregated Monthly Data and Linear Regression Models 
As discussed before, the aim of the current work is to investigate the use of multi-
parameter linear regression models as well as some adjustments for disaggregation and 
forecasting of daily gas demand. Therefore, datasets that have historical daily demand 
can be used as a basis for implementing and evaluating the disaggregation methods and 
suggested adjustments. To evaluate the performance of the methods in such areas, actual 
historical daily data are aggregated to build synthetic monthly billing cycle data.  
To build synthetic monthly data to use in LR models, we aggregate weather-based 




results of methods applied on daily and monthly data in different steps of the algorithms, 











𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , , 
(2.7) 
and similarly, for HDDW ,  and CDD , . 
The basic method which can be used to disaggregate monthly to daily demand is 
the well-known Naïve algorithm, in which the average value of monthly flow for each 
month is calculated [59]. In this case, none of the effects related to weather, holidays, 
weekday or weekend, or day of the week is considered. Hence, fluctuations in the data 
are not modeled. 
Vitullo’s research shows that the values of the coefficients of some linear 
regression models trained on daily inputs are often close to the values of the coefficients 
of linear regression models trained on monthly/billing-cycle inputs [51], [60]. To have a 
similar equation for monthly average per day, we use inputs from Equations (2.6) and 
(2.7). The general linear regression aggregation model can be formulated as Equations 




If the values of the coefficients of the daily and the monthly linear regression 
models are interchangeable, given the appropriate daily weather inputs for temperature-
sensitive geographic areas, it is assumed that having a linear regression model of the 
monthly/billing-cycle data built from training inputs, the same coefficients can be used to 
forecast the daily flow for test data using daily weather inputs with high degree of 
accuracy, as shown in the flowgraph in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1 Flowchart of the (M, 2/3/4, NT, ND) model 
2.5 Measuring Forecast Accuracy 
In this research, we want to compare forecasts made by the methods that will be 
described in the next chapters to the actual gas demand. We use different error metrics to 
measure the accuracy of our models. Later in this dissertation, we compare forecasts 
made by different combinations of the (D/M, 2/3/4, NT/BLT/BHLT/DTD, 
NT/PD/WDWE/DOW/PD+WDWE/PD+DOW) models. The first term in the model 
demonstrates that we can have daily or monthly flow as an input to train the multi-
parameter LR models. LR models can have two, three, or four parameters. In the models, 
no detrending algorithm can be applied or one of Base Load Trend Term, Base Load Heat 




NT/BLT/BHLT/DTD as third component in the model name vector. We can use any of 
the decorations Weekday-Weekend, Day of the Week, Prior-Day weather, ensemble of 
decorations or in the base-line model, none of them can be applied.   
The ideal case is to use all available data for training and test the performance of 
methods in the upcoming year, but as it involves waiting, it is not practical. To mitigate 
this, we use existing dataset and backtest on the last year of data. In this case, we have an 
actual flow to compare calculated results from all the methods. If 𝑠  is actual flow, and 
?̂?  is forecast flow, we use the error metrics,  
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE):  
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  




Although RMSE is a well-known metric, some researchers believe that having 
very large errors can skew the result [61], [62]. On the other hand, it can show the cost of 
making large errors in gas purchasing [51]. 
Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE): 










Researchers like to have a sense of the average error of the result. MAPE would 
not reflect the penalty of the non-accurate gas forecasts, because the result shows the 
average error for all months. Considering gas consumption in the summer is less than 
winter, using MAPE tends to intensify summer errors. For gas forecasting, winter is more 
important because of the heat load. Hence, we use WMAPE to weigh summer less than 
winter corresponding to its importance. 
Weighted Mean Absolute Percent Error (WMAPE): 
𝑊𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  
∑
|?̂? − 𝑠 |
𝑠




In this chapter we talked about the base-line multi-parameter linear regression 
models that we build to forecast daily flow from historical daily and monthly natural gas 
consumption. In the next chapters, we investigate the methods that improve forecast 
accuracies for daily and disaggregation problem, which is the main point in this 
dissertation. The algorithms and modifications that we discuss would be decorations and 
detrending models applied on daily and monthly natural gas demand and results are 




3 PRIOR DAY ADJUSTMENT 
The material in this chapter follows the material from the paper M. Fakoor, G. F. 
Corliss and R. H. Brown, "Prior day effect in forecasting daily natural gas flow from 
monthly data," in IEEE PES General Meeting Proceedings (PESGM), pp. 1-5, 978-1-
5386-7703-2/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE [63]. 
3.1 Introduction and Literature Review 
Prior day weather sensitivity attempts to capture how much consumption 
fluctuates daily with changes in the temperature. As consumers’ behavior [64], 
thermodynamic lag effects of home insulation, the thermal mass of a structure and its 
contents affect gas consumption, natural gas use does not correlate perfectly with 
temperature fluctuations [65], [66]. Using information from days other than the current 
day or moving average temperature variables helps to improve the results of linear 
regression models [63], [67]. Goude et al. [40] showed isolation of the buildings can 
affect electrical load. They modeled the load using two lagged temperatures and a smooth 
temperature effect. In research on electricity load in Spain, Pardo et al. [43], discussed 
that as thermal isolation in buildings prevents having the same temperature indoors and 
outdoors, lagged temperatures need to be considered in the models. An adjustment with 
lagged temperatures is needed for residential electricity demand, and the results showed 
among temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, wind speed, atmospheric pressure 
and solar radiation, outdoor temperature and its derived forms including HDD and CDD 
are the main weather variables. Ishola et al. [68] investigated the use of prior day’s inputs 
in forecasting natural gas demand and showed that the impact of prior day temperature 




day temperature as an input forecast daily gas flow more accurately than models in which 
only the current day’s temperature is considered [57], [60], [68]. In research about air 
conditioning systems, Hitchin and Knight [69] study the impact of the effective thermal 
capacity of the building. In their linear regression model, they used rolling mean 
temperature to improve the correlation of daily consumption and outdoor temperature. In 
our study, we can model gas consumption to use of the prior day’s weather information 
more effectively.  
3.2 General Models with Prior-Day Adjustment 
In the models discussed in Chapter 2, only the information from the current day’s 
weather is considered. Nevertheless, Prior-Day’s (PD) weather has an important role in 
the current day’s gas consumption [57], [68]. However, PD weather effects cannot be 
extracted from monthly data. By using domain knowledge, we can account for typical PD 
weather effects in the monthly-to-daily demand disaggregation process. We can add a 
term to our base-line two-parameter LR model, the (D/M, 2, NT, ND) model to account 
for changes in temperature from the previous day. 
𝑆 = 𝛽 + 𝛽  𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 + 𝛽  𝛥𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , (3.1) 
where ΔHDDW = HDDW − HDDW .  Rearranging Equation (3.1) gives 




The PD weather sensitivity coefficient  represents the dependence of day-to-day 
gas consumption on temperature changes.  The value for 𝛼 =  is typically in the range 
[-0.3, -0.15] [65]. It is unitless, so it can be compared from one geographic area to the 
other.  Hence, for the two-parameter disaggregation model with PD decoration, the (M, 2, 
NT, PD) model, the Equation (3.2) can be rewritten as 













to include the impact of PD weather changes. The same analogy can be made for higher 
order linear regression models [63].   
3.2.1 Prior-Day Adjusted Daily Models 
For the purposes of training and testing daily models, we use daily weather and 
flow data. As discussed before, two-, three-, and four-parameter linear regression models 
are generated from training daily weather and flow data. For each geographic area, the 
model is trained using Equation (3.3). For testing purposes, the calculated PD weather 
sensitivity coefficient 𝛼 from training is incorporated into the model using Equation 
(3.3). 
In this chapter, we show results of each step on the geographic area called GA_A, 
which is a large midwestern metropolitan area in the US. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 show 




parametrized on daily data, with and without the PD adjustment, the (D, 4, NT, PD/ND) 
models, for area GA_A. For each figure, the blue color shows the actual daily flow 
values, while the four-parameter linear regression models’ flow forecasts are shown in 
green. Red lines include the PD adjustment component into the linear model. While the 
linear model is not able to represent the flow fluctuations of the actual data, the PD-
adjusted model captures more variations and therefore provides more accurate forecasts. 
This can be seen in both figures and in numerical results that are presented later in this 
chapter for linear regression models of order two, three, and four, with and without PD 
adjustment.  
 
Figure 3.1 Comparison between the actual daily flow values (blue squares), the daily 
models without the PD adjustment, the (D, 4, NT, ND) model (green diamonds) and with 
PD adjustment, the (D, 4, NT, PD) model (red circles) for the test dataset for the dataset 




In Figure 3.2, the time series of two PD adjusted and non-adjusted four-parameter 
LR models for area GA_A test data are shown. The first panel shows forecast values, and 
the second panel is absolute error corresponding to the discussed models. Using absolute 
error helps us compare the overall errors. We can see the red series for the PD decorated 
model has lower errors than the base-line model.   
 
Figure 3.2 Time series for area GA_A test results applying the PD adjustment to forecast 
daily flow compared to not using the adjustment; the bottom panel shows absolute errors 
corresponding to the mentioned models 
Applying the PD decoration improves in the models trained on daily data, but in 
practice, we need to investigate the result on the models trained on historical monthly 

















































3.2.2 Prior-Day Adjusted Disaggregation  
For the disaggregation problem, where all daily weather inputs are available, but 
flow values are available monthly or by billing cycles, the coefficients from the daily 
model trained on monthly inputs are often similar to the coefficients of the daily model 
trained on daily inputs, as discussed in the work of Vitullo et al. [51], [60].  
Linear regression can only account for the overall shape of the gas demand 
curves, as the process of aggregation is not reversible. However, we aim to infer the 
variability and fluctuations in daily demand by considering some adjustments. We use 
monthly inputs to train an n-parameter LR model. We discovered a method to use a 
typical value for the adjustments and infer them to our model. Having daily weather 
information, we used the calculated coefficients and forecast daily demand as shown in 
the flowchart in Figure 3.3. In this chapter, we have discussed the PD decoration; the 
other decorations will be studied in the next chapter. 
 





Figure 3.4 (a) and (b) show results for test set forecasts from two- and four-
parameter linear regression daily models trained on monthly average per day inputs, with 
and without the prior day adjustment, the (M, 2/4, NT, ND/PD) models. For all, the PD 
weather sensitivity coefficient is set to the value calculated from training, similar to the 
one used in Section 3.2.1.  
In Figure 3.5, unlike in Figure 3.4 (a) and (b), the blue squares represent flow 
from PD adjusted daily models and not the actual daily values. This is to show how well 
the model trained on monthly data forecasts, as ideally, we can approach the forecast 
made with historical daily data. The effect of the prior day adjustment is considerable 
compared to the case in which prior day adjustment was not used. 
Figure 3.6 depicts the time series of data presented in Figure 3.4 (b) for area 
GA_A. The bottom panel shows absolute errors of PD adjusted and non-adjusted four-
parameter LR model trained on monthly average per day inputs. Comparing the errors, 










Figure 3.4 Comparison between the actual daily flow values (blue squares), the daily 
models trained on monthly inputs without the PD adjustment, the (D, 4, NT, ND) model 
(green diamonds) and with PD adjustment, the (D, 4, NT, PD) model (red circles) for a 
test dataset for (a) two-parameter and (b) four-parameter linear regression models for 









Figure 3.5 Comparison between test results of the prior-day adjusted daily models trained 
on daily data (blue squares), the daily models trained on monthly inputs without the PD 
adjustment, the (M, 4, NT, ND) model (green diamonds) and with PD adjustment, the 
(M, 4, NT, PD) model (red circles) for test dataset for (a) two-parameter and (b) four-





Figure 3.6 Time series for the test result applying PD adjustment to forecast daily flow 
compared to not using the adjustment; the bottom panel shows absolute errors 
corresponding to the mentioned models for area GA_A. 
To see the effect of changing the PD weather sensitivity coefficient 𝛼 on the 
accuracy of the models, its values are changed over its range [−1,0], and the RMSE, 
MAPE, and WMAPE are computed for the monthly models. Figure 3.7 shows the results 
for PD decorated and non-decorated four-parameter linear regression models. 𝛼 = 0 
shows the case when only the current day’s weather is considered, and 𝛼 = −1 means 
















































error metrics without any PD adjustment, while the blue line shows the change in the 
error metric when the 𝛼 value is changed in its range for area GA_A. The result from 
other areas was qualitatively similar. For each error metric, the optimum value of 𝛼 is 
different. The results shown previously were based on the 𝛼 value calculated from the 
minimum WMAPE obtained from results of training on daily inputs. 
 
Figure 3.7 Comparison between the error metrics RMSE, MAPE, and WMAPE for four-
parameter LR models, with (blue curves) and without (red lines) the effects of PD 
adjustment on the GA_A dataset. The horizontal axis shows the changes in α value in its 
range [-1,0]. 
So far, we studied the effect of PD adjustment on models trained on daily and 
monthly data. In the next section, we show numerical results for area GA_A and the 

















3.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
To see the effects of the PD adjustment on forecasting the daily data, we use daily 
inputs such as temperature, wind speed, and actual daily flow. For each experiment, data 
from 20 different geographic areas around the US are collected. The daily flows are 
scaled between zero and 1000 for de-identification purposes. In each case, five years of 
data are used for training, while one year of data is reserved for testing the models. The 
daily weather and flow data are aggregated to generate monthly data.  
Results for area GA_A are shown in Table 3-1. We used two values for 𝛼, the 
first one calculated from minimum WMAPE from the model trained on daily 
temperature, wind, and flow. We have access to this value in an ideal case when the 
historical daily flow is accessible, while for the disaggregation problem, only monthly 
historical flow is available. We can use domain knowledge from areas with the available 
historical daily flow to estimate the optimum 𝛼 for the areas. Then, we calculate the 
average 𝛼 and test to see if this average number can improve the result for the 
disaggregation problem. 
Table 3-1 Test errors for the model trained on monthly average per day data using the PD 
decoration of the specific geographic area compared to average values calculated from 
200 geographic areas for area GA_A. 
Own Average RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
(M, 4, NT, ND) 28.14 8.32 7.25 






As can be seen in Table 3-1, the average 𝛼 does not result in the least possible 
error for this specific geographic area. However, the error here is computed with the 
knowledge of actual daily flow, as the prior day adjusted four-parameter daily model is 
built from historical daily data, which is not the case for the problem of disaggregation. 
However, more optimized 𝛼 values can be computed if the similarity between the 
weather variables of the geographic areas used for computation is considered. Exploring 
the effects of such optimization is left to future research. 
Figure 3.8 shows WMAPE of the test results for the models trained on monthly 
average per day and daily data, the (M, :, NT, ND/PD) and (D, :, NT, ND/PD) models. 
The values are calculated and averaged from 20 geographic areas. The third panel shows 
the penalty of not having access to historical daily data. The blue bars are for the base-
line model compared to the PD adjusted model in red. For two-, three-, and four-
parameter LR models, we can see the enhancement using PD adjustment in both monthly 
trained and daily trained models. As the number of parameters increases, the model 
improves, despite the slight change between three- and four-parameter LR model. Also, 
the average loss using the (M, :, NT, ND/PD) models instead of the (D, :, NT, ND/PD) 
models is about 1% WMAPE, which can be negligible. Hence, we can use historical 
monthly flow to train the model to forecast daily demand in the cases that historical daily 






Figure 3.8 Average WMAPE for models trained on monthly and daily data using the PD 
decoration and coefficients specific to the geographic area for 20 areas 
To compare the impact of using the 𝛼 value calculated in the real disaggregation 
problem with the one in an ideal situation, we calculate errors for 20 areas, and we show 
their average values in Figure 3.9. “Own WMAPE” shows the error using PD coefficients 
for the specific area, and the “average WMAPE” is for the case that average 𝛼 from 200 
areas are calculated, and the value is used for all 20 test geographic areas. From the 
result, we can see there is a very small difference when the average PD coefficient is 
used, so it can be used interchangeably with the specific value for the area. 






















Figure 3.9 Average WMAPE for models trained on monthly data using decorations and 
coefficients specific to the geographic area and average values of all geographic areas for 
20 areas 
We show numerical results of using the PD decoration for both daily trained and 
monthly average per day models for two-, three-, and four-parameter linear regression 
models in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3, respectively. Having more parameters leads to a 
lower rate of error in both cases. Using the PD decoration decreases error up to about 
24% and 20% for daily trained and monthly trained models, respectively. Finally, using 
the specific decoration coefficient makes a difference for the daily trained model, while it 



















is not noticeable for monthly trained one. The important thing about these improvements 
is that they are gained without any extra costs. 
Table 3-2 Average WMAPE for models trained on daily data using average values of 
decorations calculated from 200 geographic areas, the coefficients specific to the 











2-Paramater 13.48 11.77 12.7% 11.62 13.8% 
3-Paramater 13.03 10.47 19.6% 10.23 21.5% 
4-Paramater 13.06 10.50 19.6% 9.95 23.8% 
 
Table 3-3 Average WMAPE for models trained on monthly data using average values of 
decorations calculated from 200 geographic areas, and the coefficients specific to the 
geographic area for 20 areas; and their improvement compared to the base (M, :, NT, 










2-Paramater 13.48 11.77 12.7% 11.74 12.9% 
3-Paramater 13.03 10.47 19.6% 10.47 19.6% 
4-Paramater 13.06 10.50 19.6% 10.50 19.6% 
 
From the figures and tables shown in this section, we can see that the PD 
adjustment improves the accuracy of the models, regardless of using daily or monthly 
inputs for training and using PD coefficients calculated for the specific area or the one 






We have investigated the effect of a Prior-Day adjustment of weather parameters 
in disaggregation of monthly/billing-cycle data. Given domain knowledge, linear 
regression models are considered for representing the relationship between different 
weather parameters and the daily/monthly gas consumption, and the trained models are 
used for forecasting. For the experiments, daily flow from 20 different geographic areas 
from across the US is considered as ground truth, and we compute two-, three-, and four-
parameter linear regression models.  
We have considered the effect of the Prior-Day adjustment for accurate modeling 
of the original daily flow values. Considering the effects of Prior-Day weather improves 
the accuracy of the model for all the geographic areas, regardless of the number of 
parameters. The same effects can be seen for the disaggregation problem. For this, the 
original daily flow values are aggregated to resemble the monthly/billing cycle data 
usually acquired by Local Distribution Companies. Incorporating the Prior-Day 
adjustment into the monthly models reduces RMSE, MAPE, and WMAPE errors in 
comparison to their non-adjusted counterparts.  
Our experiments show that considering the effects of Prior-Day weather inputs to 
forecast the daily gas consumption yields reduced error metrics and higher accuracy, 
regardless of whether daily models are considered or disaggregation results. The average 
error from inclusion of more weather parameters resulted in lower errors, but there could 
be cases that the reverse happens, probably the result of over-parametrization of the linear 




change over the observation period. On the other hand, the nonlinearities associated with 
the system may not be fully accounted for by linear regression modeling [70]. 
Overall, our experiments show the importance of including Prior-Day weather 
variables in daily flow forecasting and in disaggregation of monthly flow data to daily 
gas consumption/demand. Also, average value of Prior-Day coefficient calculated from 
geographic areas with available historical daily flow can be used instead of the 
coefficient specific to the area as in the real case the specific coefficient is not feasible. 
These findings can apply to the GasDay application in disaggregation problems to 




4 WEEKDAY-WEEKEND AND DAY OF THE WEEK 
The material in this chapter follows the material from the paper "Weekday-
weekend, day of week, and prior day effects in forecasting daily natural gas demand from 
monthly data," which is presented in the International Symposium on Forecasting (ISF) 
[71]. 
4.1 Introduction and Literature Review 
People’s lifestyle may differ on different days of the week. Going to work and 
school gives a pattern to energy consumption of residential, commercial, and industrial 
customers [72]. Hence, gas demand may vary on weekdays from weekends. Also, each 
weekday may have a distinct characteristic [71], [73]. The level of electricity 
consumption on weekends is less than week days. In addition, daily profiles are different. 
For example, on Saturdays and Sundays, an increase in the electricity demand begins 
later than on weekdays in the morning [40]. 
Examples of such considerations can be found in related research. In a model to 
forecast electricity demand, variables such as day of the week, holiday, and month of the 
year are used in addition to temperature-based variables such as HDD and CDD [43]. 
Dhar et al. [74] modeled hourly energy use in commercial buildings by generalized and 
temperature-based Fourier series methods. They used hour-to-hour temperature to model 
different linear or non-linear behavior of energy use and also developed separate models 
for each day of the week. Results show interaction effects between temperature and hour 
of the day are significant for both weekday and weekend cooling energy use, with use 




variations in internal loads. Ayodele et al. [75] use a bottom-up modeling approach for 
residential load profiles. To find household energy consumption, load profiles of 
individual appliances are determined and then added together. The overall energy 
consumption is modeled for both weekdays and weekends. The profile showed more 
consumption in the early hours of weekdays as people are getting ready to go to work.  
Thornton et al. [39] showed a weekly cycle in electricity and gas demand in Great 
Britain by studying demand relation to temperature on weekdays and weekends. Research 
showed the fluctuations are more obvious for electricity data, which is on average 15%-
20% less in weekends than on weekdays compared to gas demand, where the number is 
5%-10%. To model the relation between electricity and gas consumption and temperature 
only on weekdays, they substituted weekend demand with the mean value of neighboring 
weekdays. For long weekends, the replacement is done using interpolation of non-
holidays. By replacing the weekends and not only deleting them, the length of data does 
not change. 
In research in Spain [42], Moral-Carcedo and Vicens-Otero studied the effects of 
temperature on daily electricity demand. In the demand data, they showed characteristics 
such as trend, seasonality, and working day effects. They selected Wednesday as a 
dummy variable for working day effects. To estimate the calendar variable, a calendar 
variation index is calculated by dividing the electricity demand of each day by the 
demand for Wednesday for the same week. Calendar effects were calculated, considering 
the effects of trend, seasonality, temperature, and economic conditions are smooth, and 
they cancel. In the next step, all days with the same calendar variation index were 




calendar variable helps to show different levels of activity in residential, commercial, and 
industrial sectors on different days. Results show that Sunday had the least demand, and 
Saturday and Monday are next. Also, demand is lower on holidays. 
In research done by Carmo and Christensen [76] on hot water systems and space 
heating consumption for weekends, house area and the number of teenagers in the 
household are shown to be significant factors. Hitchin and Knight studied parameters of 
energy signatures for air conditioning systems [69] to diagnose, benchmark, and produce 
control charts. They used two- and three-parameter linear regression models. Days of the 
week effects and their characteristics can be extracted from available datasets and can be 
incorporated and used for cases for which this information is not recoverable.  
In our problem, we are taking advantage of Weekday-Weekend (WDWE) and 
Day of the Week (DOW) characteristics in a way that they are extracted from geographic 
areas that have historical daily flow data and used for the areas for which only 
monthly/billing-cycle flow data is available. 
4.2 Models with Weekday-Weekend Effect, the (:, :, :, WDWE) Model 
Linear regression models are used widely for modeling and forecasting. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, weather-based information such as temperature, wind, and flow 
data are used to build the models. We can build a baseline two-parameter linear 
regression daily model, the (D, 2, NT, ND) model, for day k using historical daily 




?̂? =  𝛽 + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , . (4.1) 
In Equation (4.1), we assume all days are the same since no special treatment is 
considered for weekdays/weekends. We hypothesize that incorporating WDWE 
characteristics and using coefficients of the model trained on historical monthly data 
improves the forecast performance of the base models. Given that in real cases, there is 
no access to daily flow and only monthly/billing-cycle flow is available, it is not possible 
to find out how the weekdays/weekends affect demand. We will take advantage of data 
that is available from different geographic areas and integrate this information to the 
models to test the hypothesis.   
Using available historical daily data, we can calculate coefficients for WDWE 
impact on heat load and base load. We used coefficients obtained from more than 200 
geographic areas. To calculate the WDWE coefficients, consider two-parameter daily 
models, the (D, 2, NT, ND) model, and add WDWE dummy variables to yield the (D, 2, 
NT, WDWE) model: 





As we are using datasets for which daily flow, ?̂? , 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑 ,
and 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊  are all available, and all 𝛽s can be found. If we factor 𝛽  and 𝛽  from 




?̂? = 𝛽 1 +
𝛽
𝛽
𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑 + 𝛽 1 +
𝛽
𝛽
𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , 
(4.3) 
where 1 + 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑  and 1 + 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑  are the WDWE base load and heat 
load variations, respectively. 
For each geographic area, we calculate  and  and average their values from all 
geographic areas’ datasets.  and  are unitless, so we can compare one geographic area 
to another directly. Figure 4.1 shows WDWE heat load and base load coefficients for all 
datasets, and their mean is depicted with the black line. 
 
Figure 4.1 Weekday-Weekend heat load and base load coefficients for all geographic 




After we find WDWE coefficients for each geographic area, to forecast daily gas 
flow, we use them, and the coefficients calculated from the model trained on monthly 
data, the (M, 2, NT, WDWE) model. Also, we use WDWE coefficients and the 
coefficients calculated from the model trained on daily data, the (D, 2, NT, WDWE) 
model, to forecast daily flow to compare the results using coefficients calculated from the 
model trained on daily vs. monthly data. Daily weather-based inputs and all coefficients 
are put into Equation (4.3) to forecast daily demand. The procedure is the same for three- 
and four-parameter linear regression models, the (D/M, 3/4, NT, WDWE) models. 
In this chapter like previous one, we show results of each step on a large 
midwestern metropolitan area in the US called GA_A. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show 
scatter plot and time series of forecasted daily demand by coefficient of the model trained 
on monthly average per day data using WDWE adjustment compared to the case without 
adjustment for GA_A. To calculate the forecasted flow in the (M, 4, NT, WDWE) model, 
we used WDWE coefficients related to the specific geographic area. Actual flow is 
shown as a ground truth for the comparison to see how each model works. A simple 
linear model, the (M, 4, NT, ND) model, is not representing the fluctuations of the actual 
data compared to the WDWE adjusted model, which proves to be a more accurate model. 
In the time series, absolute error for both methods can be seen in the bottom panel of 
Figure 4.3. We used absolute error to better visualize and compare the errors. The 





Figure 4.2 Scatter plot for the result of area GA_A applying the WDWE adjustment to 
forecast daily flow compared to not using the adjustment 
 
Figure 4.3 Time series for the result of area GA_A applying the WDWE adjustment to 




In an ideal case, when there is access to historical daily flow, WDWE coefficients 
can be calculated for each geographic area for use in the (D, :, NT, WDWE) model to 
forecast daily flow. On the contrary, for the real disaggregation problem, the only 
available flow is monthly. In this case, WDWE coefficients related to the specific 
geographic area cannot be calculated. We study to see if the domain knowledge from 
other geographic areas with the available daily flow can be used instead of the 
coefficients for the intended area. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show results that have been 
shown before in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, except that the average WDWE coefficients 
from all geographic areas, which is depicted in Figure 4.1, are used to forecast daily flow. 
Despite having more variations in the WDWE adjusted forecast compared to the (M, 4, 
NT, ND) model, using the average coefficients models’ fluctuations in the demand data 
less than the case using coefficients specific to the area. In Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, we 
are using the average values of all existing datasets, some of them can have a different 
characteristic from the area we are studying. The point is that, in the case that there is not 
any information available about characteristics of the area, using a classified version of 





Figure 4.4 Scatter plot for the result of applying an average WDWE adjustment of all 
geographic areas to forecast daily flow, compared to not using the adjustment on area 
GA_A. 
 
Figure 4.5 Time series for the result of applying an average WDWE adjustment of all 





4.3 Models with Day of Week Effect, the (:, :, :, DOW) Model 
Similar to the method for WDWE effect; we can take advantage of characteristics 
of days in the week. Patterns in data could be found using Fourier series. Weekly 
variation is seven-day periodic, which requires additional frequencies that are harmonics 
of the fundamental pattern and results in more flexible functions [77]: 






























in which 𝑑𝑜𝑤 is 1, ...,7 for Sunday to Saturday. 




















For each day in the week, we can calculate heat load and base load vectors. In 
Figure 4.6, day of week heat load and base load coefficients are shown for all available 




Like WDWE, all coefficients of DOW and coefficients of the N-parameter linear 
regression models trained on daily and monthly flow and weather are used in Equation 
(4.4) with daily weather-based inputs to estimate daily flow. The steps are similar for 
three- and four-parameter linear regression models, the (M, 3/4, NT, DOW) models. 
 
Figure 4.6 Day of week heat load and base load coefficients for 200 geographic areas and 
the average value of coefficients over areas 
In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, scatter plot and time series are depicted for 
forecasting daily demand for area GA_A test data using the (M, 4, NT, ND) and (M, 4, 
NT, DOW) models compared to actual flow. The DOW coefficients are related to the 
specific geographic area. Similar to the effect of having the WDWE adjustment to the 
model, from Figure 4.7 we can see considering DOW helps model fluctuations of the 
flow. Figure 4.8 shows the time series of two methods with applying DOW decoration in 
red and without it in green. The bottom panel shows absolute errors corresponding to 





Figure 4.7 Scatter plot for the result of area GA_A applying the DOW adjustment to 
forecast daily flow, compared to not using the adjustment 
 
Figure 4.8 Time series for the result of area GA_A applying the DOW adjustment to 






























Results presented so far are for the cases that DOW coefficients are available. The 
situation where they are available is when we can calculate them from historical daily 
data, including historical daily flow. In our research, when solving a disaggregation 
problem, only non-daily historical flow is available, so the DOW coefficients are not 
recoverable from monthly data. To study the effect of not having access to the historical 
daily flow to calculate DOW coefficient for the intended geographic area, average DOW 
coefficients of areas shown in Figure 4.6 are used in the (M, 4, NT, DOW) model, and 
the results are shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. Results show improvement for the 
forecasts and better modeling the variations in flow using a DOW decoration in the 
model. 
 
Figure 4.9 Scatter plot for the result of area GA_A applying an average DOW adjustment 












Figure 4.10 Time series for the result of area GA_A applying an average DOW 
adjustment of all geographic areas to forecast daily flow, compared to not using the 
adjustment. 
So far, we learned about the WDWE and DOW decoration methods, and we 
showed figures of the results for different decorations for area GA_A. In the next section, 
we show numerical results of applying the described decorations, WDWE and DOW 
adjustment to the models for 20 geographic areas.   
4.4 Numerical Results and Discussion 
To evaluate the disaggregation and forecasting performance of the multi-
parameter linear regression approach and the additional proposed decorations, we 
consider data from 20 different geographical areas. For each dataset, we consider six 























data is used for testing. For this, historical daily data are aggregated, as discussed in 
Chapter 2, to build synthetic monthly billing cycle data, and results of hypotheses are 
compared. To calculate the decoration coefficients for WDWE and DOW, we used about 
200 geographic areas. 
To analyze the performance, the scenarios that are explored are: 1) Multi-
parameter linear regression daily models trained on daily data, the (D, :, NT, :) model, 
and 2) Multi-parameter linear regression daily models trained on monthly data, the (M, :, 
NT, :) model. For each scenario, several test cases are considered: different combinations 
of the (D/M, 2/3/4, NT, ND/WDWE/DOW) models. 
In an ideal case, daily flow data is available, and all adjustment coefficients for 
the intended geographic area can be calculated. On the other hand, in some real 
disaggregation cases, only monthly flow data is available, and we use domain knowledge 
captured from other geographic areas and the average decoration coefficients. Finally, to 
see the effect of not having access to historical daily flow of a geographic area, results 
from using decoration coefficients obtained from that geographic area are compared to 
the average value calculated from all geographic areas. 
Table 4-1 shows RMSE, MAPE, and WMAPE values from area GA_A for the 
four-parameter LR model trained on monthly average per day data using WDWE and 
DOW decorations compared to the base model without any decorations. All results are 
studied for the case of using decoration coefficients for the intended geographic area and 
the case of using average values calculated from 200 geographic areas. All errors are 
lower comparing methods with decorations with the base model without any decorations. 




calculated from 200 geographic areas are used than the case that specific decoration 
coefficients are used, the average coefficients can be used for the (M, 4, NT, WDWE) 
model. Because the WMAPE increases from 6.96% to 7.03%. Also, for the (M, 4, NT, 
DOW) model, WMAPE increases from 6.81% to 6.9% for two mentioned sets of DOW 
coefficients. So, for area GA_A, we lose only a small amount by not having access to 
decoration coefficients of the intended geographic area. 
Table 4-1 Test errors for the model trained on monthly average per day data using the 
WDWE and DOW decorations of the specific geographic area compared to average 
values calculated from 200 geographic areas for area GA_A 
Own Average RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
(M, 4, NT, ND) 28.14 28.14 8.32 8.32 7.25 7.25 
(M, 4, NT, WDWE) 27.09 27.31 7.78 8.00 6.96 7.03 
(M, 4, NT, DOW) 26.69 26.91 7.58 7.76 6.81 6.90 
 
Figure 4.11 shows the WMAPE values of the test results for the model trained on 
monthly inputs and the model trained on daily inputs. These WMAPEs are the average 
values for 20 datasets from different geographic areas. The first row comes from the 
model trained on monthly inputs, the (M, :, NT, :) model, and the second row is trained 
on daily data, the (D, :, NT, :) model. The third row shows the differences of WMAPEs 
for the second set of data from the first one to show how much we lose by not having 
access to historical daily data for training the models. In each figure, three groups of bars 
are depicted for the two-, three-, and four-parameter linear regression models. In each 
group, three bars relate to no decoration and WDWE and DOW decoration errors. All 
these experiments are done using coefficients which are for the specific geographic area. 




models, all have improvements regardless of the number of parameters. Panel two shows 
the WMAPE of the models trained on daily data, which for all the models demonstrates 
small differences from the monthly trained models. Differences can be seen in the third 
panel. The results show that in the real case that historical daily data is not available, 
monthly demand data can be used to make accurate forecasts with less than 1% increased 
error, on average. 
 
Figure 4.11 Average WMAPE for models trained on monthly and daily data using 
decorations and coefficients specific to the geographic area for 20 areas 
Figure 4.12 shows how much will be lost by not having daily demand to calculate 
DOW coefficients related to the specific area. The first panel shows the real case where 
average values for the adjustment coefficients are used to forecast flow. For the middle 




historical daily flow is available, so the adjustment coefficients for each geographic area 
can be calculated. Again, the model is trained on monthly average per day data, with the 
difference that decoration coefficients are calculated while having access to daily 
historical flow. The last panel depicts the penalty of not having specific coefficients for 
adjustments of each geographic area because of not having daily flow. That panel shows 
the result of the model trained on monthly data, with the highest WMAPE (0.5%) for the 
studied methods. 
 
Figure 4.12 Average WMAPE for models trained on monthly data using decorations and 
coefficients specific to the geographic area and average values of all geographic area for 
20 areas 
To inspect the effect of using more parameters in the model and deploying 
WDWE and DOW adjustments to the model, WMAPE and error percentage 




regression models for the model trained on daily data using average decoration 
coefficients obtained from other geographic areas and the coefficient specific to the area. 
Error decreases as the number of parameters increase. We can see that the DOW-adjusted 
model outperforms the model with the WDWE adjustment, and both perform better than 
the models without any adjustments. Using the average decoration coefficients increases 
the error, but the differences in WMAPE are less than 0.5%. 
Table 4-2 Average WMAPE for 20 areas for the models trained on daily data using 1) the 
decoration coefficients specific to the geographic area and 2) average values of 
decorations calculated from 200 geographic areas; and their improvement compared to 
the base (D, :, NT, ND) model.  
 WMAPE 
Improvement 




2-Paramater 13.07 12.71 2.7% 12.48 4.5% 
3-Paramater 12.16 11.63 4.4% 11.46 5.8% 




2-Paramater 13.07 12.95 0.9% 12.83 1.8% 
3-Paramater 12.16 12.01 1.2% 11.79 3.1% 
4-Paramater 11.83 11.69 1.2% 11.42 3.4% 
 
Table 4-3 shows results similar to those in Table 4-2 for the model trained on 
monthly data with average decoration coefficients obtained from other geographic areas, 
as in the real disaggregation cases adjustment coefficients for each area cannot be 
computed compared to coefficients calculated for the intended geographic area. We 
conclude that adding parameters improves the models, and deploying decorations to the 






Table 4-3 Average WMAPE for 20 areas for the models trained on monthly data using 1) 
the decoration coefficients specific to the geographic area and 2) average values of 
decorations calculated from 200 geographic areas; and their improvement compared to 
the base (M, :, NT, ND) model.  
 WMAPE 
Improvement 




2-Paramater 13.48 12.98 3.7% 12.83 4.8% 
3-Paramater 13.03 12.48 4.2% 12.33 5.4% 




2-Paramater 13.48 13.17 2.3% 13.10 2.8% 
3-Paramater 13.03 12.75 2.1% 12.73 2.3% 
4-Paramater 13.06 12.77 2.2% 12.75 2.4% 
 
Test results on 20 datasets show that monthly consumption data can be used in 
conjunction with daily weather data to provide accurate estimates of daily demand, but as 
we expect, there is less information in non-daily data, since it is aggregated. Hence, by 
not having historical daily demand, we observe larger errors. However, the difference is 
small. Having more parameters improves the model, as our four-parameter model 
outperformed our two- and three-parameter linear regression models. Also, using WDWE 
and DOW coefficients improve the linear regression models on average, decreasing 
WMAPE by about 6%. We can conclude that incorporating WDWE and DOW 
adjustments to the model improves the performance. Finally, the penalty of using average 
coefficients for WDWE and DOW decorations instead of coefficients related to the 
specific geographic area is less than 0.5% WMAPE, which is not large. Hence, we can 
use the average decoration coefficients instead of decoration coefficients for the specific 





To forecast daily natural gas demand, historical daily inputs such as temperature, 
wind, and gas flow are needed. However, in some situations, flow may be available only 
at monthly intervals, perhaps in billing cycles. Previous chapters have shown that linear 
regression models of monthly measurements and aggregated inputs can be used to 
forecast daily flow. Multi-parameter linear regression base models trained on historical 
monthly weather and demand data are evaluated using daily weather data to forecast 
daily gas demand. Since information is lost during aggregation of daily flow to monthly 
flow, we introduce adjustments to the daily base models to account for the effects of 
Weekday-Weekend and Day of the Week adjustment. Weekday-Weekend and Day of the 
Week effects are not recoverable from monthly data, and not accounting for these 
assumes all days are the same.  
We hypothesize that incorporating Weekday-Weekend and Day of the Week 
adjustments improves the forecast performance of the base models, where Weekday-
Weekend and Day of the Week coefficients from available daily datasets are calculated to 
test the models. Extensive experiments with real data acquired from local distribution 
companies show the validity of our approach. In Figure 4.12 and Table 4-3, WMAPE 
errors decrease by 6% by including Weekday-Weekend and Day of the Week effects, 
compared to the base model. We conclude that Weekday-Weekend and Day of the Week 
adjustments can be used when historical daily flow is available and also when we only 
have historical monthly data, which will lead to model improvements without need to any 




In another test which simulates the real case, as the information about Weekday-
Weekend and Day of the Week effects are not recoverable from monthly data, we use 
average values of adjustment coefficients acquired from existing datasets and compare 
them to the coefficients obtained from the specific dataset to examine the deleterious 
effect of using average values. Using average values can be considered as an alternative, 
as the difference in WMAPE is as low as 0.5% on average. Without having any 
information about the characteristics of the area, we can use the coefficients calculated 
from other geographic areas, and the loss of the forecast accuracy is small. 
In the last two chapters, we have discussed the factors that affect short-term 
natural gas demand, including prior-day weather impact, Weekday-Weekend and the Day 
of the Week consumption patterns. In the next chapter, we study the long-term patterns 
that happen because of population change, behavior changes, differences in building 
efficiency, and changes in economics and investigate the effect of considering them in the 




5 DETRENDING ALGORITHM 
5.1 Introduction and Literature Review 
Patterns in gas consumption make demand estimation challenging. LDCs need to 
deliver adequate amounts of gas to their customers, so they rely on an accurate forecast of 
gas consumption. Gas demand is related to weather; the demand usually is higher when it 
is colder or windier.  
Other time-varying factors affect natural gas and energy consumption, including 
population change [78], behavior changes, differences in building efficiency, customer 
equipment [79], economic impacts [80], [81], and other factors unrelated to weather or 
calendar effects. Such factors may produce increasing or decreasing trends [82]. To 
reflect these changes in forecasting natural gas demand, trends need to be considered 
[83].  
Detrending has been used in various fields to build models, analyze, and forecast 
data, and it is shown that detrending enhances forecast accuracy [84], [85]. Several works 
in economics have employed detrending algorithms. Hodrick and Prescott [86] divided 
time series in to a smoothly varying trend component and a cyclical component. They 
showed that in an aggregated economic time series, the growth component changes 
smoothly over time. 
To show stylized facts of macroeconomic time series, one can fit structural time 
series models. Stylized facts are a simplified presentation of an empirical finding; they 
are useful if they fulfil some requirements. They should be consistent with the stochastic 




[87] implemented and analyzed a detrending technique on quarterly macroeconomic time 
series: US real Gross National Product (GNP), Austrian real Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP), the implicit deflator for US GNP, and the nominal value of the US monetary 
base. Deterministic trends fitted to series actually driven by stochastic trends cause 
distortions. Harvey and Jaeger estimated the trend of the macroeconomic time series 
using a Hodrick and Prescott (HP) filter, which fits a smooth curve through a set of 
points. This filter is an optimal estimator of the trend component in a structural time-
series model. The concept of an HP filter is that detrended data has signals other than 
white noise. 
Detrending techniques also are used extensively in the energy sector [88]. In 
research on daily electricity and gas demand data in Great Britain, a long-term demand 
trend was modeled and removed. Thornton et al. [39] assumed that the variability in the 
long-term trend indicates different socio-economic drivers, and the demand trend does 
not have only an individual driver such as GDP. In addition to that, it is not caused by 
temperature variation. To remove the trend, Thornton et al. replaced the slowly varying 
background with a constant annual cycle demand background. To find the long-term 
trend, they used Fourier analysis, as the annual cycle of demand is quasi-sinusoid. To 
model and remove the trend, they used a five-year centered running mean demand; for 
two years at each end of the data, a three-year running mean is applied.  
In a model for electrical load of more than 2200 substations of the French 
distribution network for short- and middle-term horizons, Goude et al. [40] used a semi-
parametric method based on a generalized additive model theory for trend estimation and 




middle-term forecast has monthly to yearly horizons. For modeling the trend, data is 
detrended at a monthly scale, and then a model is fit to the detrended data. Detrending is 
performed in two steps using a semi-parametric model. The initial step is to aggregate the 
daily electrical demands to calculate monthly loads. Then, a simple generalized additive 
model is built on the monthly loads. Next, residuals are calculated, and the trend is 
estimated with a kernel smoothing method. The last step is to detrend the data using the 
calculated estimate and the semi-parametric model. To forecast electrical demand, the 
detrended forecasts and the estimated monthly trend are added. 
Pardo et al. [43] reported daily and monthly seasonality and dynamic patterns in 
temperature and electricity demand in Spain. They considered two approaches for 
removing the trends in the time series. In method one, first differences in the electricity 
demand time series are taken. In the second method, which they called detrending, a 
polynomial trend is estimated by regressing the dependent variable on the time variable. 
Pardo et al. used the second method, and they indicated that the linear estimation is 
statistically significant considering the trend, but higher order polynomial terms are not 
significant in the trend estimation. 
Based on the analysis of residential, commercial, and industrial electricity data 
from 15 European countries over the last two decades, residential and commercial data 
show sensitivity to meteorological variables [41]. To study this temperature sensitivity, 





1. A demographic trend, which is the result of 5% growth in the population from 
1985 to 2000. To remove the demographic trend, consumption is divided by 
the population.  
2. A technological trend that relates to building insulation and energy efficiency.  
3. A monthly seasonality which is related to seasonal human activity.  
For the second and third types of trend, different methods are used to detrend the 
data. One method is to compute residuals of the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression 
for the demand in a model that includes a third degree time polynomial and a dummy 
variable for a specific month. In the second method, yearly demand is divided by the 
average monthly demand for intended year, and the result is multiplied by the average 
monthly demand for the entire dataset. This method does not eliminate non-climatic 
seasonal effects; it only removes a long-run trend [41]. 
Serletis and Rosenberg [89] used a detrending moving average method to study 
the empirical evidence of random walk type behavior which exists in energy futures 
prices. Their daily price data from 1990 to 2006 was collected from the New York 
Mercantile Exchange. They discussed two detrending models: Detrended Fluctuation 
Analysis (DFA) and Detrending Moving Average analysis (DMA). In the first algorithm, 
the time series are divided into non-overlapping boxes of equal length. For each box, a 
linear trend is fit to the time series. Detrended time series are calculated by subtracting 
the trend value from the original series. The second method does not use boxes, and the 





Effects of Spain’s temperature on daily electricity demand is studied by Moral-
Carcedo and Vicens-Otero [42]. To model the trend, they used a third-degree time 
polynomial for non-climate related seasonality and a dummy variable for months. 
Brown et al. [82] discussed accounting for trends in gas consumption using two 
types of detrending. In first one, the authors built a model with trend variables. In the 
second method, they detrended historical data and build a model using detrended data to 
forecast natural gas flow. 
Models usually are modeled and tested on data with the same frequency. For 
example, if daily data needs to be estimated, daily historical data is available for training 
the model. The case studied in this chapter is different. Algorithms are built on lower 
frequency data than is supposed to be tested and forecasted. Methods need to be 
investigated that focus more on nonlinear dynamics of gas consumption. 
In this chapter, we will talk about detrending models. The first method covers the 
models including a trend variable. Later in Section 5.2.2, we discuss detrending historical 
flow and building a model based on the detrended flow. In the last part of the chapter, we 
present results and conclusions of the two mentioned methods: the (:, 4, BLT/BHLT, :) 
model, a model with trend terms, and the (:, 2/4, DTD, :) model, a model built on 
detrended historical data. 
5.2 Detrending Models 
Some geographic areas experience increasing or decreasing trends in gas demand 
time series. A change in the population of the area or building efficiencies can cause this 




more accurately. Considering a linear trend term is widely used in regression models 
[90], [91].  
Two different methods will be studied in this chapter. In the first technique, the  
(:, 4, BLT/BHLT, :) method, a model with trend terms, the trend effect is built into the 
model. In the second technique, the (:, 2/4, DTD, :) model, a model built on detrended 
historical data, the method has no trend variables; instead, the detrending is a pre-
processing step applied to the historical flow values.  
Data include natural gas consumption and weather data such as temperature and 
wind. The dataset that we are using consists of a daily flow, which is aggregated to 
monthly flows for testing. To do aggregation, modified temperature with wind and gas 
flow in each month are summed to yield monthly values. We use the entire historical 
dataset of 5 to 20 years of weather and flow data. The model is trained on all data except 
last year, and the last year is withheld for testing. For purpose of this chapter, we 
introduce two geographic areas GA_B and GA_C, which are large northeastern 
metropolitan areas in the US to show results of each step of detrending algorithms. We 
use GA_B to show the results of first detrending algorithm, model with trend variables, 
and the second are a GA_C is used for the second method, detrending the historical flow. 
5.2.1 Model with Trend Variables, the (:, 4, BLT/BHLT, :) Model 
Our detrending algorithms are performed and evaluated on daily models trained 
on historical daily and monthly data. At first, we model the trend and evaluate it on daily 




5.2.1.1 Detrending Model with Daily Inputs, the (D, 4, BLT/BHLT, :) Model 
Trends in natural gas demand are not constant and may affect by both base load 
and heat load [82]. Consider the four-parameter linear regression model, the (D, 4, NT, 
ND) Model:  
?̂? =  𝛽 + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , +  𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , +  𝛽 𝐶𝐷𝐷 , , (5.1) 
where ?̂?  is consumption for the 𝑘  day, 𝛽  accounts for base load, and the rest reflects 
the heat load.  
To have a better understanding of how different trends can affect demand, the 
cartoon plot in Figure 5.1 shows base load and heat load trends in comparison to actual 
flow. We offer this cartoon because the trend is not as pronounced in most real data. In 
panels (a) and (b), the actual demand and the demand with an increasing base load are 
illustrated. Panels (c) and (d) present the effect of heat load and all trends together. 
Motivated by Figure 5.1, we build a model with trend variables, adding a term to 
the base load for day k and build a five-parameter linear regression model, the (D, 4, 
BLT, ND) Model: 
?̂? =  𝛽 + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , +  𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , +  𝛽 𝐶𝐷𝐷 , +  𝛽 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 , (5.2) 





Figure 5.1 Cartoon figure, (a): the plot in the left upper side shows original flow; (b): 
right upper panel shows effect of base load trend on the flow; (c): left bottom panel 
shows the result of heat load increase; and (d): the right bottom panel depicts all previous 
trends in addition to the influence of base load and heat load together.  
As we discussed earlier, there is another kind of trend that can be seen in the flow 
which affects heat load. To model it, we add more terms to heat load in addition to using 
trend in the base load, the (D, 4, BHLT, ND) Model: 
?̂? =  𝛽 + 𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , +  𝛽 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 , +  𝛽 𝐶𝐷𝐷 , + 𝛽 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 +
 𝛽 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑 × 𝑀𝐻𝐷𝐷 . 
(5.3) 
MHDD is modified heating degree day, which is the average value of HDD65 and 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2.1.2 Detrending Model with Monthly Inputs, the (M, 4, BLT/BHLT, :) Model 
To build a model to forecast daily demand from monthly flow, we use Vitullo’s 
idea [51] showing that the coefficients of some linear regression models trained on daily 
inputs often are close to the coefficients of linear regression models trained on billing-
cycle inputs. We use the synthetic aggregated monthly dataset and multi-parameter linear 
regression models with trend variables to train models. After models are trained on 
monthly average per day inputs, coefficients are used to forecast daily flow as shown in 
the flowchart in Figure 5.5. The same formulas that are used in Section 6.2.1.1 are used 
in this part. Inputs are monthly average per day weather-based data. The monthly trend 






where 𝑁  is number of days in month 𝑖. 
 
Figure 5.5 Flowchart of the (M, 4, BLT/BHLT, ND) model 
Daily training and test flows for the (M, 4, NT/BLT/BHLT, ND) model without 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2.2 Detrend the Historical Flow, the (M, 2/4, DTD, :) Model 
The idea for detrending historical data is to adjust the data to alter its 
characteristics to be similar to the most recent data. In this case, “similar” means that a 
model trained on a year of detrended data should have the same coefficients as the same 
model trained on the last year of training data. Hence, the detrended data approximates a 
stationary customer base with current behavioral patterns. Meanwhile, it retains valuable 
historical information about responses to weather-based and calendar-based variables 
[82]. Figure 5.8 shows a flowchart of the technique applied in this chapter. To detrend the 
data, historical demands are modified in a way that a base load and a heat load factors are 
added to each month to compensate the difference amount from the most recent month. 
 
Figure 5.8 Flowchart of the (M, 2/4, DTD, :) model 
To evaluate the performance of detrending historical monthly flow, we build 
synthetic monthly flow and temperature data by aggregating actual historical daily data. 




dataset. Using monthly flow and temperature, a two-parameter linear regression model, 
the (M, 2, NT, ND) model, is trained.  
The goal is to calculate and model the trend in the data. Training is done by 
having a two-year moving window over the training dataset. Starting from the first 
month, up to two years later, the model is fit to the inputs, and the coefficients are 
calculated. In the next step, the window shifts one month, and the calculations are 
repeated. In each step, coefficients are considered for the last month of each window. In 
addition, we tried three-, four-, and five-year windows, but they create more distortions in 
both ends. Therefore, more investigations need to be done about optimal window lengths. 
Figure 5.9 shows the base load and heat load coefficients of the (M, 2, NT, ND) 
model for area GA_C. To see the trends clearly, the LOWESS (Locally Weighted 
Scatterplot Smoothing) method is used [92]. LOWESS is a non-parametric method which 
forms a smooth curve through the base load and heat load coefficient time series. As 
there is not any predefined distribution shape that fits the base load and heat load 
coefficients, non-parametric fitting is a good choice. This method uses locally weighted 
linear regression to smooth base load and heat load coefficients. 48 neighboring data 







Figure 5.9 Base load and heat load coefficients for the (M, 2, NT, ND) model for area 
GA_C 
Figure 5.9 shows that there is an increasing trend in both base load and heat load 
coefficients, associated with an increasing flow. In this case, if the original values of flow 
and weather are used for modeling and forecasting the demand, we underestimate future 
flow values.  
To detrend, the last month of data is considered as target month which is shown in 
Figure 5.10 where all coefficients need to be shifted to compensate for the difference 
between the target month and the intended month. The number of months in whole 
dataset is n. The latest year is reserved for testing. One month is the target month. All 
other months are used for training, including months 1 through n-14. Equation (5.5) 









Figure 5.10 Configuration of months to detrend base load and heat load coefficients for 
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( )  is the actual flow for the ith month; 𝛽 ( ) and 𝛽 ( ) are base load and heat load 
coefficients, and 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 ( ) corresponds to the ith month. 𝛽  is the coefficient of 
the last month considered as the target month. Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 depict results 
of monthly detrending using Equation (5.5) for area GA_C. The first figure shows 
historical time series of monthly flow and the result of detrending on monthly flow, 
which is shown in red. The net trend in brown color is the difference between the actual 
flow and the detrended flow. The difference is more noticeable in the first years, 
indicating how much the base load and the heat load have changed because of population 
growth in the area. The base load change is more noticeable in the summers. In the 
winter, heat load adds to base load change. Using Equation (5.5), we adjust the base load 
by adjusting the base load of the intended month to the target month; 𝛽 − 𝛽 ( ). 
For the heat load, the 𝛽 − 𝛽 ( ) 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝑊 ( ) term in the Equation (5.5) adjusts for 





Figure 5.11 Detrended time series of area GA_C compared to the actual flow for the (M, 
2, DTD, ND) model. Actual flow is shown in blue, and red line relates to detrended flow. 
The difference between the actual and the detrended flow is introduced as the net trend in 
brown color. 
Figure 5.12 compares the actual monthly flow (blue circles) with the detrended 
monthly flow in red. The green circles show the last year of data, illustrating how well 















Figure 5.12 Scatter plot of detrended monthly flow vs. actual monthly flow for area 
GA_C, using the (M, 2, DTD, ND) model  
Now that the detrended historical flow is available, a new model can be trained, 
and we forecast daily flow using coefficients of a new model trained on monthly average 
per day data, the (M, 2, NT, ND) model. In Figure 5.13, the final result of the (M, 2, 
DTD, ND) method on test data is depicted in comparison to the case in which detrending 
has not been used. 


















Figure 5.13 Test forecast for area GA_C made by the detrending historical method, the 
(M, 2, DTD, ND) model. The red time series is the daily forecast using the detrending 
algorithm, and the green one shows forecasts made with original, un-detrended data. The 
blue time series is the actual daily flow. The bottom panel shows the absolute errors 
correspond to the upper panel.  
The (M, 2, DTD, ND) detrending model can be improved using a four-parameter 
linear regression model, the (M, 4, DTD, ND) model, in all steps including training the 
model, detrending historical flow, and forecasting flow using the new model trained on 
detrended data as shown in Figure 5.8. 
The following are results of the (M, 4, DTD, ND) model for area GA_C, the same 





Figure 5.14 Base load and heat load coefficients for the (M, 4, NT, ND) model for area 
GA_C 
As shown in Figure 5.14, values of coefficients for some months are negative, so 
they tend to cancel each other. To be able to model the trend better, we need to solve a 
constrained linear least-squares problem. A linear least-squares solver with bounds or 
linear constraints is used so that the negative values are replaced with zeros, and a new 









where B represents model inputs such as temperature-based variables, S is monthly flow, 
and lb is the lower bound, which is set to zero for all coefficients. We use an Interior-
Point Linear Least Squares [93], [94] algorithm to solve Equation (5.6). 
 
Figure 5.15 Base load and heat load coefficients for area GA_C for the (M, 4, NT, ND) 
model using a constrained linear least-squares solver. 
After calculating the new values for the base load and the heat load coefficients 
which can be seen in Figure 5.15, the historical data is detrended using Equation (5.5). 
The result of detrending can be seen in Figure 5.16. In Figure 5.17, in addition to a scatter 
plot of historical flow values for area GA_C, the flow related to the most recent year is 





Figure 5.16 Detrended time series compared to the actual flow for area GA_C for the (M, 
4, DTD, ND) model. The actual flow is shown in blue, and the red line is detrended flow. 
The difference between the actual and the detrended flow is the net trend in brown. 
 
Figure 5.17 Scatter plot of the detrended monthly flow vs. the actual monthly flow for 


















Using detrended historical flow, the demand is forecast by a four-parameter linear 
regression model, the (M, 4, NT, ND) model, and the result is depicted in Figure 5.18. 
The blue line is the actual flow, and the red and green lines are the final results of the 
models using detrended and non-detrended historical data to forecast demand, 
respectively. The bottom panel shows that the error of using the detrended historical flow 
to train the model for forecasting is less than using the original flow. 
 
Figure 5.18 Test forecast for area GA_C made by the detrending historical method, the 
(M, 4, DTD, ND) model. The red time series is the daily forecast using the detrending 
algorithm, and the green one shows forecasts made with original, un-detrended data. The 
blue time series is the actual daily flow. The bottom panel shows the absolute errors 
corresponding to the upper panel. 
In the next section, we show numerical results for the different detrending models 























5.3 Numerical Results and Discussion 
In this chapter, we introduced different methods to account for the trend in flow 
time series. We showed time series and scatter plots of the (M, 4, BLT/BHLT, ND) 
model and the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) model on one of the geographic areas. The methods 
are applied to eight different geographic areas, and numerical results related to one 
selected area and average errors of the eight areas are shown in this section. 
The data used in this research are daily flow, temperature, wind, and aggregated 
daily data to acquire monthly data. Models are trained on 5-20 years of data depending on 
the amount of available historical data and tested on the last year of data, which is 
withheld for testing. Figure 5.19 compares WMAPE of all discussed detrending models 
for one geographic area for test data. For each method, the forecast flow error using the 
detrending algorithm is in red, and the non-detrended one is in blue. In this case study, 
the historical data detrending algorithm, the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) models, have more 
improvement compared to methods with the trend terms in the models, the (M, 4, 
BLT/BHLT, ND) models. Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 show other error metrics, RMSE, 
MAPE, and WMAPE in detail for the discussed geographic area for the detrending 
algorithms. To calculate the improvement in each table, the detrended results are 





Figure 5.19 WMAPE for test data for area GA_C using all of the discussed detrending 
algorithms; methods with the trend terms in the models, the (M, 4, BLT/BHLT, ND) 
models, and algorithms using detrended historical data, the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) models. 
Results of detrending are in red, and the non-detrended results are blue. 
Table 5-1 Errors of detrending, the (M, 4, BLT/BHLT, ND) models, for area GA_C, 
compared with the non-detrended one for test data 
Detrending Model  RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
 (M, 4, NT, ND) 119.5 25.8 27.1 
(M, 4, BLT, ND) / Improvement 82.1/ 31% 15.8/ 39% 17.4 / 36% 






Table 5-2 Errors from the historical data detrending model, the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) 
model, for area GA_C, compared with the non-detrended one for test data 
Detrending Model  RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
(M, 2, NT, ND) 122.6 27.6 28.1 
(M, 2, DTD, ND) / Improvement 52.1 / 57% 11.9 / 57% 11.1 / 61% 
(M, 4, NT, ND) 119.5 25.8 27.1 
(M, 4, DTD, ND) / Improvement 50.6 / 58% 11.1 / 57% 10.6 / 61% 
Table 5-3, Table 5-4, and Figure 5.20 are similar to previous figures and tables, 
except that the results are the averages of eight geographic areas that have trends in their 
flow values. All methods show enhancement, and their improvement percentages are in 
the same range, except the (M, 4, BLT, ND) method has a lower rate. 
Table 5-3 Errors of the detrending, the (M, 4, BLT/BHLT, ND) models, for eight 
geographic areas, compared with the non-detrended one for test data 
Detrending Model  RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
 (M, 4, NT, ND) 77 20.5 17.1 
(M, 4, BLT, ND) / Improvement 68.3 / 11% 25.7 / -26% 15.8 / 7% 
(M, 4, BHLT, ND) / Improvement 55.4 / 28% 16.3 / 21% 11.9 / 31% 
 
Table 5-4 Errors of the historical data detrending method, the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) model, 
for eight geographic areas, compared with the non-detrended one for test data 
Detrending Model RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
(M, 2, NT, ND) 79.9 23.2 18.2 
(M, 2, DTD, ND) / Improvement 58.8 / 26% 18.9 / 18% 12.8 / 30% 
(M, 4, NT, ND) 77 20.5 17.1 





Figure 5.20 Average WMAPE for test data in eight geographic areas using all of the 
discussed detrending algorithms; methods with the trend terms in the models, the (M, 4, 
BLT/BHLT, ND) models, and models using detrended historical data, the (M, 2/4, DTD, 
ND) models. Results of detrending are in red, while the non-detrended results are blue. 
5.4 Conclusion  
In this chapter, we investigated the effect of trend in natural gas demand. 
Different models are built, and demand forecasts are compared. In the first experiment, 
the (D/M, 4, BLT/BHLT, ND) models, we built models with trend terms. Two sets of 
daily and monthly inputs are used to train the models, and we evaluated them using daily 
inputs. In the second experiment, the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) models, historical monthly flow 
is detrended, and the demand is forecast using two- and four-parameter LR models.  
Applying detrending algorithms improved forecasting results in all the cases with 
an increasing or decreasing trend in historical data. For some of the studied geographic 
areas, detrending historical data, the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) models, outperformed the (D/M, 
4, BLT/BHLT, ND) models, and for some it was the opposite way. For the geographic 










6 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MODEL ADJUSTMENTS  
In the previous chapters, we introduced different methods to improve 
disaggregation result which include:  
1) Using the coefficients of the multi-parameter linear regression model which is 
trained on the monthly average per day data, such as demand and weather-based 
variables, to forecast daily flow, the (M, 2/3/4, NT, ND) models. Using two, three, and 
four parameters, respectively.  
2) Prior-day temperature integrated into the (M, 2/3/4, NT, ND) models, and the 
(M, 2/3/4, NT, PD) models are built. 
3) We incorporated Weekday-Weekend and Day of the Week effects into the (M, 
2/3/4, NT, ND) models and built the new (M, 2/3/4, NT, WDWE/DOW) models. 
4) To account for any long-term trend in the demand, two detrending algorithms 
were introduced. First, by including the trend terms in the base load term or in both base 
load and heat load terms of a model, we described the (M, 4, BLT/BHLT, ND) models. 
Second, by detrending the historical demand and building the two- and four-parameter 
LR models to forecast the flow, we described the (M, 2/4, DTD, ND) models. 
We applied the abovementioned methods to multiple geographic areas and 
calculated average errors for those datasets. We depicted the results for each step of the 
methods for the sample areas. Results showed improvement using both decorated and 
detrending algorithms. In this chapter, to test further improvements, we investigate the 




Based on the results from Chapters 3 and 4, the four-parameter LR model 
outperformed the two- and three-parameter LR models. Hence, we will use the four-
parameter model as the base for further modifications. Also, results showed “average 
coefficients” of decorations can be used interchangeably with “own coefficients” with 
only a small loss in accuracy of demand forecasts. Here we study cases for which only 
monthly or billing cycle data are available, so we do not have access to “own 
coefficients.” Hence, we proceed with the experiments using “average coefficients” in 
our decorations. In addition, the experiments are done on monthly inputs, because of the 
purpose of the dissertation is solving disaggregation problem. For this, historical daily 
data are aggregated, based on what is discussed in Chapter 2, to build synthetic monthly 
billing cycle data, and results of different scenarios are compared. Experiments and 
results which are done on daily inputs shown in the previous chapters were for 
assessment purposes only considering results of the daily trained models as ground truth 
for different models compared to monthly trained models. 
We did the experiments on 150 geographic areas, each having between six to 
more than twenty years of historical flow and weather-based data. For 110 areas that 
showed improvements in forecast results using at least one of the detrending models, 
effects of detrending and decorations are studied. For the other 40 areas, we show results 
of decorations compared to their base-line (M, 4, NT, ND) model. For all experiments, 
training is done on the whole dataset, except the last year, which is withheld for testing. 




6.1 Combination of Decoration Techniques 
To explore further improvements in disaggregation forecasting, Prior-Day (PD) 
adjustment is combined with Weekday-Weekend (WDWE) and Day of the Week (DOW) 
models. In Figure 6.1, average WMAPE for the base-line model and five decoration 
combinations for 40 geographic areas are shown. The figure shows that all decorations 
result in statistically significantly more accurate models on average. Among WDWE, 
DOW, and PD decorations, the PD-adjusted models work better. Also, Figure 6.1 shows 
that combining improves the models. The combination of DOW+PD is the best model, 
decreasing the WMAPE from 11.76% to 9.40%. 
 
Figure 6.1 Average WMAPE for 40 geographic areas using decorations  
In Table 6-1, we show RMSE and MAPE in addition to WMAPE shown in Figure 
6.1. All errors demonstrate the same decreasing pattern using WDWE, DOW, PD, 
















Table 6-1 Average errors for 40 geographic areas using decorations 
 Model RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
(M,4,NT,ND) 43.74 15.10 11.76 
(M,4,NT,WDWE) 42.93 14.34 11.52 
(M,4,NT,DOW) 41.99 14.30 11.28 
(M,4,NT,PD) 36.77 13.40 9.85 
(M,4,NT,WDWE+PD) 36.52 12.68 9.75 
(M,4,NT,DOW+PD) 34.97 12.60 9.40 
 
In Table 6-2, we show the results for the paired-sample t-test between the base-
line model and the decorated models. For all the models, the null hypothesis is rejected, 
which states that the decorated model results are not different from the base-line model, 
and accepts the alternative hypothesis at the 1% significance level for 40 geographic 
areas. Hence, results show the improvement in forecast accuracy from decoration models 
is statistically significant.   
Table 6-2 P-values for t-test of decorated models  







Considering more accurate models using a different ensemble of decorations, we 
study different detrending algorithms in the larger scale and the effects of combining 





6.2 Detrending  
To find out how detrending models perform, in Figure 6.2 we show the histogram 
of the Relative Errors (RE) of the (M, 4, DTD/BHLT, ND) models with respect to the 
non-detrended model calculated from Equation (6.1) for 150 areas. In this histogram, 
areas with larger values had more improvement using the detrending algorithm. As can 
be seen, the BHLT model shown in blue shows larger improvements than the DTD 
model. 
𝑅𝐸 =  




TT Error can be WMAPE for the DTD or the BHLT model, and NT is the no 
trend model. 
 
Figure 6.2 Histogram of areas with WMAPE improvement, results of the (M, 4, DTD, 
ND) and (M, 4, BHLT, ND) models are compared to the base-line (M, 4, NT, ND) 




In Figure 6.3, we look at three samples from geographic areas that had a large 
improvement using the DTD model. The left panel shows the base load trend, and the 
right panel in each figure shows use per HDDW (trend in heat load). Generally speaking, 
we observe that all areas that have enhancement in results using DTD have non-constant 










The next series of figures considers geographic areas with better improvement 
using the BHLT model. Similar to Figure 6.3, the first panel shows base load trend, and 
the second panel shows a trend in the heat load. What is noticeable is that Figure 6.4 (a-c) 
have more consistent trends compared to the areas shown in Figure 6.3 (a-c), with a 
slowly varying trend mostly in one direction, either increasing or decreasing. A line can 
be fit to their base load and heat load trends.  
 
To compare the effect of detrending algorithms on 110 areas with forecast results 
improvement for at least one of the detrending models, Figure 6.5 shows the results for 
detrending algorithms compared to the non-detrended base-line (M, 4, NT, ND) model. 
Both models improve the result statistically significantly. On average, BHLT has the 
smallest errors and should be preferred in practice. 
 
Figure 6.5 Average WMAPE for NT, DTD, and BHLT models on 110 areas 
After studying decoration and detrending effects individually, we explore a 

















































































































6.3 Combination of Detrending and Decoration  
To compare effects of different methods, we run the test on the 110 areas with 
improved results applying detrending models. Two different detrending algorithms, the 
(M, 4, DTD, ND) and the (M, 4, BHLT, ND) models, are combined with all of the 
decoration methods, and the results are shown in Figure 6.6. The three groups of bars 
represent the non-detrended, DTD, and BHLT models. In each group, six bars show 
average WMAPE scores for the ND, WDWE, DOW, PD adjustment, WDWE+PD 
adjustment, and finally DOW+PD adjustment errors. On average, all decorations improve 
the results statistically significantly for non-detrended and detrended models. The best 
result is for the two sets of combinations, the WDWE+PD and the DOW+PD. Comparing 
all the methods, the (M, 4, BHLT, DOW+PD) model outperforms all of the models 
tested, decreasing WMAPE from 20% to 13.2%, a 34% improvement compared with the 
base model, with no extra cost or infrastructure. This can save LDCs and customers a 
large amount of money.  
Table 6-3 summarizes the results presented in Figure 6.6 in more detail. We show 
RMSE, MAPE, and WMAPE for the base-line non-detrended, DTD, BLT, and BHLT 
models with and without decorations. It confirms the results illustrated in Figure 6.6. All 
detrending models and all decorations improve the results. Using decorations without any 
detrending models lower the RMSE from 66.96% to 59.48%, MAPE from 24.13% to 
22.29%, and WMAPE from 20.01% to 17.92%. A combination of DTD and decorations 
decreases WMAPE from 20.01% to 16.80%, a combination of BLT and decorations 
lowers WMAPE to 16.27%. The BHLT model without decorations decreases WMAPE to 





Figure 6.6 Average WMAPE for 110 geographic areas that experienced forecast 
improvement from at least one of the detrending models 
In Table 6 4, we show the results for the paired-sample t-test between the base-
line model and the combination of detrended and decorated models. The null hypothesis 
is that the combination of detrended and decorated model are not different from the non-
detrended non-decorated base-line model. For all the models, the null hypothesis is 
rejected, and the alternative hypothesis is accepted at the 2% significance level for 110 
geographic areas. Therefore, results show our detrend model, decorations, and a 
combination of detrended and decorated models enhance the results statistically 










































Table 6-3 Average errors for 110 geographic areas that experienced forecast 
improvement from at least one of the detrending models 
 Model RMSE MAPE WMAPE 
(M,4,NT,ND) 66.96 24.13 20.01 
(M,4,NT,WDWE) 66.48 23.68 19.70 
(M,4,NT,DOW) 66.11 23.85 19.82 
(M,4,NT,PD) 60.31 22.56 18.08 
(M,4,NT,WDWE+PD) 60.04 22.10 17.81 
(M,4,NT,DOW+PD) 59.48 22.29 17.92 
(M,4,DTD,ND) 56.88 26.64 17.49 
(M,4,DTD,WDWE) 58.19 25.56 17.61 
(M,4,DTD,DOW) 56.12 26.24 17.34 
(M,4,DTD,PD) 55.58 26.03 16.92 
(M,4,DTD,WDWE+PD) 57.08 24.93 17.06 
(M,4,DTD,DOW+PD) 54.87 25.66 16.80 
(M,4,BLT,ND) 59.16 26.39 18.79 
(M,4,BLT,WDWE) 58.52 26.82 18.78 
(M,4,BLT,DOW) 58.18 26.27 18.63 
(M,4,BLT,PD) 52.00 24.37 16.43 
(M,4,BLT,WDWE+PD) 51.72 24.84 16.51 
(M,4,BLT,DOW+PD) 51.04 24.24 16.27 
(M,4,BHLT,ND) 53.91 18.93 15.62 
(M,4,BHLT,WDWE) 53.14 18.95 15.50 
(M,4,BHLT,DOW) 52.88 18.65 15.39 
(M,4,BHLT,PD) 46.71 17.05 13.41 
(M,4,BHLT,WDWE+PD) 46.40 17.10 13.42 












Table 6-4 P-values for the t-test of the detrend model, decorations, a combination of 
detrended and decorated models  
 Model p-value Model p-value 
(M,4,NT,ND)  (M,4,BLT,ND) 0.0134 
(M,4,NT,WDWE) 0.0108 (M,4,BLT,WDWE) 0.0129 
(M,4,NT,DOW) 0.0000 (M,4,BLT,DOW) 0.0061 
(M,4,NT,PD) 0.0000 (M,4,BLT,PD) 0.0000 
(M,4,NT,WDWE+PD) 0.0000 (M,4,BLT,WDWE+PD) 0.0000 
(M,4,NT,DOW+PD) 0.0000 (M,4,BLT,DOW+PD) 0.0000 
(M,4,DTD,ND) 0.0001 (M,4,BHLT,ND) 0.0000 
(M,4,DTD,WDWE) 0.0002 (M,4,BHLT,WDWE) 0.0000 
(M,4,DTD,DOW) 0.0000 (M,4,BHLT,DOW) 0.0000 
(M,4,DTD,PD) 0.0000 (M,4,BHLT,PD) 0.0000 
(M,4,DTD,WDWE+PD) 0.0000 (M,4,BHLT,WDWE+PD) 0.0000 
(M,4,DTD,DOW+PD) 0.0000 (M,4,BHLT,DOW+PD) 0.0000 
 
From all the results shown in this chapter, we conclude that on average, all 
decorations improve the models, and that the PD plays the main role as an individual 
method. As seen in Table 6-1, it decreases WMAPE from 11.76% to 9.85%, a 16% 
improvement, which is statistically significant. The same pattern is noticeable in Table 
6-3. Having the PD adjustment with WDWE and DOW decorations lead to more 
improvement using a combination of decorations. 
Detrending algorithms were applied to the areas with different trend patterns. All 
detrending models enhanced the results, and the BHLT model showed more improvement 
compared with the DTD and the BLT models, yielding a 22% decrease in the error 
relative to the non-detrended base-model. The combination of BHLT and DOW+PD 
decorations lead to the maximum decrease in error values, which is 34% improvement 





In this dissertation, we investigated techniques to improve the accuracy of 
forecasting daily natural gas demand from historical monthly consumption. In Chapter 2, 
we talked about building synthetic monthly flow and weather-based data from daily data 
to evaluate the performance of the methods in different datasets. The dataset includes 
about 200 geographic areas across the US. We used coefficients of the linear regression 
models trained on monthly inputs to forecast daily demand. In Chapter 3, to use more 
information from existing data, a Prior-Day’s (PD) weather coefficient is incorporated 
into the model, since gas consumption patterns are different in weekdays vs. weekends. 
In addition to that, each day in the week can have a different behavior. In Chapter 4, 
Weekday-Weekend (WDWE) and Day of the Week (DOW) adjustments are applied to 
the models to enhance demand forecasts. After capturing short-term characteristics, we 
observed a long-term trend, which discussed in Chapter 5. In the first algorithm, base 
load and later heat load trend terms are added to the models. In the second algorithm, 
historical data is detrended to act like the most recent data acquisition period by reducing 
the effects of population changes, behavior changes, and other factors unrelated to 
weather or calendar effects. Later, a combination of all discussed methods has been 
applied and evaluated on a larger set of data. 
7.1 Discussion of Contributions 
The aim of this work is to build models to forecast daily demand when only 




We have investigated the effect of Prior-Day adjustment of weather parameters in 
the disaggregation of monthly data. The relationship between daily and monthly gas 
demand with weather parameters can be modeled using linear regression models. The 
effect of the Prior-Day adjustment for accurate modeling of the original daily flow values 
is studied. Considering the effects of Prior-Day weather improves the accuracy of the 
model on average, regardless of the number of parameters. The same effects can be seen 
for the disaggregation problem. This study showed the importance of incorporating prior-
day weather variables into the models to forecast daily demand from historical monthly 
gas consumption. Extensive experiments with real data acquired from local distribution 
companies showed the validity of our approach, decreasing WMAPE up to about 20% for 
daily and monthly data compared to the base-line model which is without prior-day 
adjustment as depicted in Table 3-2, Table 3-3, and Figure 6.1. 
We introduced Weekday-Weekend and Day of the Week adjustments in the base-
line linear regression models, since such information is lost during aggregation of daily 
flow to monthly flow. These effects are not recoverable from monthly flow data, and not 
accounting for these assumes all days are the same. Based on the results shown in Table 
4-2 and Table 4-3, WMAPE errors decrease by 6% by including Weekday-Weekend and 
Day of the Week effects, compared to their base model. 
A combination of the three above-mentioned decorations, Weekday-Weekend, 
Day of the Week, and Prior-Day weather applied to the multi-parameter linear regression 
models and the results lead to further improvements shown in Table 6-1 and Table 6-3. 
As the information about Weekday-Weekend, Day of the Week, and Prior-Day 




obtained from existing datasets are used instead of coefficients acquired from the specific 
geographic areas. Figure 3.9 and Figure 4.12 showed that this alternative method is 
feasible, as the differences in the error values for different decorations are as low as 0.5% 
in WMAPE for the models that used average decoration coefficient compared with the 
models that used the coefficients specific to the area. All the mentioned improvements 
from using the decorations are achieved without any extra charges or facilities, just from 
using the domain knowledge and the available daily weather information. 
We hypothesized that considering the long-term patterns that happen because of 
population change, behavior changes, differences in building efficiency, and changes in 
economics in the LR models improve the accuracy of the models. In the first study, 
models with base load and heat load trend terms are built using historical monthly 
demand to forecast daily flow. In the second study, we detrended historical monthly flow 
and forecasted the demand using two- and four-parameter LR models. Overall, the Base 
Heat Load Trend (BHLT) model had higher improvements compared with both the Base 
Load Trend (BLT) and Detrend Data (DTD) models. These models can have up to 30% 
decrease in WMAPE compared to their base-line models as shown in Table 5-3, Table 
5-4, and Figure 6.5. Geographic areas that had better results for the Detrend Data model 
had non-constant and non-linear trends, whereas areas with large enhancement using 
Base Load Heat Load Trend model had slowly varying, non-cyclical trends mostly in one 
direction (either increasing or decreasing), where a line can be fit to their base load and 
heat load trends. Therefore, for the case of forecasting disaggregated values for a new 
geographic area, based on the observed trend type we can decide to use the appropriate 




Combinations of decorations with the Detrend Data model and the Base Load 
Heat Load Trend model outperformed single adjustment models by decreasing the error 
up to 34% of its base model, which is demonstrated in Figure 6.6 and Table 6-3, with 
most improvement due to Day of the Week and Prior-Day weather decorations on the 
four-parameter linear regression Base Load Heat Load Trend model, the (M, 4, BHLT, 
DOW+PD) model. 
Based on the results, we recommend decorations and detrending algorithms as 
part of Gasday techniques. These findings can be used by energy demand forecast 
practitioners to improve natural gas demand forecasting. 
7.2 Future Work 
The base-line models studied in this research were two-, three-, and four-
parameter linear regression models. Higher order models can be considered to test the 
accuracy of the models. Also, the characteristics that were incorporated into the model 
include Weekday-Weekend, Day of the Week, and Prior-Day weather. This work can be 
expanded using other characteristics such as holidays and day of the year. 
To calculate Prior-Day weather coefficients, we can apply other methods such as 
the algorithm discussed by Ishola [95] to use a logistic sigmoid function rather than a 
linear function to search for a more accurate forecast. 
The Weekday-Weekend and Day of the Week base load and heat load coefficients 
depicted for about 200 geographic areas in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.6 exhibit a wide 
range. This can be related to the geography of the area and its climate or the category it 




and instead of using average decoration coefficients for disaggregation problem of a new 
dataset, a more accurate estimation based on characteristics of the dataset and the cluster 
it belongs to may lead to better forecasts. This classification can help to find better values 
for Prior-Day weather coefficients as well. 
In the DTD model, to find coefficients for each month, a two-year rectangular 
window is used, and the calculated coefficient is considered for the last month. There are 
some suggestions that may result in improvements: 1) As it is causing a lag in 
coefficients by considering a two-year window’s coefficients for the last month, this 
value could be considered for the middle month. 2) Instead of a rectangular window, we 
can have triangular or trapezoidal window, which weight neighboring months more than 
the distant ones. 3) To train the two-years window instead of base-line four-parameter LR 
model, we can use the Base Load Heat Load Trend model to calculate the base load and 
heat load trend coefficients. 
For the geographic areas for which none of the detrending models improved the 
model, one of the findings was that the area did not have a distinguishable trend. The 
other observation was that the areas had many fluctuations in the summer, so a higher 
order model may be more helpful with modeling. Excluding the areas that have no trend 
or the time series is stationary, further investigation is needed to determine why 
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